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ABSTRACT 

Relative lack of human agency is a component of the defmition of a place as 

wildemess. This study is an exploration of the changing concept of wildemess as it was 

used by those who developed, managed, or promoted Glacier National Park, 

Montana-rnanifestly created to bbpreserve" the area as '%vildemess"-du~g the f i t  four 

decades of this century. The study is based on the historiographical premise that the 

environment has agency in human action and in the formation of ideas, and that historical 

anaiysis of those ideas informs our understanding of past action on the environment. An 

example of this dynamic is the way in which a Turnerian conception-that interaction with 

the wilderness "fkontier" had formed the American character-figured in the creation and 

early management of the Park. A summary description of human activity in the Park area 

through the 1930s is presented, and six popular traveler's reports, published between 19 17 

and 1936, exemplify changing conceptions of the park as wildemess. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Wildemess is a cultural constmct Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 

history of national parks, landscapes which many perceive as the last outposts of wild, 

undeveloped land. However, as the history of Glacier National Park1, Montana (GNP or 

Glacier) illustrates, these '%vildemess" areas were created out of profoundly human 

landscapes in order to serve a peculiar need of the dominant Euro-American population 

for a ckvildemess experience." Examining the nature of the wildemess experience, and 

how it was legitimated and formalized through the National Park Service and specific 

national parks such as Glacier, demonstrates the histoncity of the concept of wildemess. It 

also illustrates how we have constmcted-not preserved-wildemess in our national parks. 

As any student of American History can attest, European immigrants to the New 

World defined wildemess as the place where civilization-white people-were not? People 

moved ever m e r  west, pushing the line that divided civilization and nature ahead of 

them, and they called that line the fiontier. By the end of the nineteenth cennily, settlers 

and immigrants had fmally exhausted the fiee land to which the govemment and the 

people laid claim. No longer was there wild, unsetîled land, no dynamic between 

settlement and nature. It was at this t h e  that people began to recognize the unique role 

the fiontier had played in creating the American character and Arnerican democracy, a 

view notably articulated by Frederick Jackson Tumer and by novelists such as Owen 

'The U.S. National Park Service's map of modem Glacier National Park is reproduced in 
Figure 1 (see insert). 

'Sec Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven: YaIe University 
Press, 1967) for the definitive discussion on this issue. 



Wister. As the govemment had a vested interest in preserving that which gave rise to the 

democratic political penon, national parks, as permanent rernnants of the hntier, were 

created? Amencans of the early twentieth century were encouraged to experience the 

wildemess conditions their forebears encountered on the fiontier in places like 

Yellowstone, Yosemite, and Glacier, in order that they too might develop the strength of 

spi&, rnind, and body that many believed were the foundation of the American 

personality. Interaction with a wild environment became an important, powerful 

experience for Arnericans individually and culturally. 

Despite the environment's acknowledged importance to histonc communities in the 

United States, only recently has it become a subject of historical inquiry. The 

environment's role in history is currently being debated by historians, environmentalists, 

ecologists, anthropologists, and the National Park Service, among many other individuals 

and groups interested in the dynamic between humans and their environments over tirne. 

Part of this widespread interest can be credited to the fact that the state of the environment 

is currently a popular issue; whether that concem is piqued because of an oil spi11 in 

Alaska or because of the cornpetition for a camping spot in Yosemite, the integrity of the 

earth's ecosystems is becoming increasingly important to many people. For historians, the 

debate about the historical environment revolves around two main questions, one concrete 

and the other theoretical. First, what was the environment's role in shaping the culture and 

history of the people that lived within a given landscape? Second, what is the best way to 

3Many historians argue this point convincingly, including Nash in WiZderness and the 
American M i d  (cited above) and William Cronon in "The Trouble With Wilderness; or, Gettbg 
Back to the Wrong Nature," in Uncommon Gmund: Toward Reinventing Name ,  ed. William 
Cronon, (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1995): 69-90. 
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investigate that role? While attention has been focused on environmental catastrophethe 

Dust Bowl of the Great Depression and the buffab hunts of the nineteenth century, for 

examplethe ways in which people interacted with their environment on a daily bais  have 

not been explored in detail. Only lately have historians such as William Cronon begun 

looking at the everyday, ordinary ways people modified, and in tum were themselves 

modified, by their environment: 

One of the main questions underlying the discipline of environmental history 

concerns the degree of involvement the environment has had in influencing a culture's 

history. There are two extremes to this question-does the environment take an active role 

in history by transforming the culture that lives within it, or is the landscape merely the 

passive recipient of human influence? While scholars agree that landscapes have shaped 

culture and history, there has been surprisingly Little reflection on the way the environment 

has been approached and integrated into historical research. In response to the absence of 

this type of dialogue, environmental historians have declared that it is time for scholars to 

evaluate the theories that underlie environmental history5 

'An exarnple of this approach can be found in the essay "Kennecot Journey: The Paths 
Out of Town" by William Cronon. The author argues that environmental history is about asking 
big questions and coming up with small answers: in order to determine the relationship between 
a population and its environment, we should start by looking at the details of individuals' 
interactions with their environment which provides a perspective of what was occurhg at local, 
regional, and even national levels. In this article, the author examines the histoiy of a small town 
in Alaska, connecting the development and eventual decline of the local community to regional 
and national events. See "Kennecot Journey: The Paîhs Out of Town,'' in Under An Open Sb: 
Rethinking America 's Western Pm, eds. William Cronon, George Miles and Jay Gitlin (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1992): 28-5 1. 

SCarolyn Merchant, "Ecological Revolutions," in Major Problems in American 
Environmental Hstoryr Documents and Essays, ed. Carolyn Merchant (Toronto: D.C. Heath 
and Company, 1993): 22. 



One of the theories to which these historians refer revolves around the defmition 

of wildemess. The historical defmition of wildemess bears directly on how histonans have 

incorporated ideas about the environment into theû studies. Ln accordance with its 

nineteenth centucy meaning, historians, most prominently Frederïck Jackson Turner, wrote 

histories describing Euro-American settlement of the fiontier wilderness as a Culture vs. 

Nature ~cenario.~ The history of America, specificdly western America, was reduced to 

the story of human (culture, or white America) conflict with non-human elements (nature, 

and because they were not cultured in the same way as white Americaus, Native people). 

The legitimacy of Turner's thesis was challenged during the 1930s, but his interpretation 

of western histoy as the story of conflict between white setilers and the wildemess, of 

cowboys against Lndians, had a lot of popular appeal. It has endured as a fuced notion in 

peoplesf minds.' However, this view of history has been changing. In what is being called 

'Wew Western History," historians have begun to approach Western histo~y as the history 

of competing groups of unequal p ~ w e r . ~  These gmups-men, women, Natives, Chinese, 

immigrants, Native-bom-competed for resources: water, land, timber, beaver. These are 

%chard White discusses the connection between Turner, emerging theories of 
environmental history, and national parks in "The New Western History and the National Parks," 
The George Wright Fonun 13, no. 3 (1996): 29-36. 

'Ken Burns' 1996 PBS docurnentary, rather ambitiously entitled "The West," 
perpetuated this view by concentrathg on the traditional theme of the westward mach of 
European Americans and Civilizdtion (see The West, GeneruZ Motors Mark of Excellence 
Production, prod. Ken Burns, dir. Steven Ives, Public Broadcasting System and Florentine 
Productions, September, 1996). Kevin Costner's 1990 film Dances Wirh Wolves dso 
demonstrates how entrenched in popular culture the mythic themes of Turner's West still are (see 
Dances Wirh Wolves, prod. and dir. Kevin Costner, 232 min., Orion Fiims, 1990.). The story 
tells us that only by removing himseif fiom the constraints of eastem civiiization and 'tuniing 
Native" on the western fiontier can Lt. Dunbar discover the heroic and democratic principles 
within himself. 

%ee White, 'Wew Western History." 
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d l  elements of "wildemess," and the way each different group of people thought about the 

other detennined their reactions to each other. 

Since early inhabitants and settlers out of necessity paid a great deal of attention to 

the environment, the land, to varying degrees, has been a traditional object of historical 

inquj. in the West. The Homestead Acts, the Dust Bowl, the great buffalo hunts, and 

other big environmental themes have al1 been subjected to the inquiries of historians and 

ecologists alike. Only now are we himing our attention away from large concems to the 

smaller, more subtle aspects of human involvernent with the environment. Instead of 

concentrathg specifically on what people did to the land-farm, imgate, decimate 

numerous animal and plant species-historians are tuming their attention to what people 

thought about their environments. The beliefs and values that detemiined action reveal 

complexities of the collective and individual conscience that actions alone cannot explain. 

In examining the role of the environment in human history, recent scholarship has 

argued that wildemess is culturally constructed. Wildemess is not a place, but rather a 

state of mind. States of mind change, therefore, so does our defmition of wildemess. The 

fluid defmition of wilderness bears directly on how historians have approached wilderness 

and the environment: how we defme something determines how we investigate it. 

Researching the works of nineteenth and early twentieth century writers gives us insight 

into how they defined wildemess at the time of their writing. How people write about 

wildemess is an open window to their culture's definitions of wildemess and al1 that 

definition implies, especially with regard to issues of land management, urbanization, and 

in the nineteenth cen- religion. For example, we in the late twentieth cenhiry defme 

wildemess differently than our predecessors. This affects our interpretation of legislation 



drafted during that time, such as the legislation which established the f is t  national parks. 

When investigating literature about "wilderness" one m u t  always bear in mind that 

histonc people had a much different notion of what wildemess was than we do today. 

Understanding contemporary definitions of wildemess has profound implications for the 

history of national parks, and it is this underlying theory of environmental history that I 

wish to examine with reference to Glacier National Park, Montana. 

If, broadly, the historic interaction between landscape and culture is environmental 

history, then a national park is an ideal place in which to study it. The mountains and 

landscapes of Glacier were valued by a number of different groups (the Blackfeet and 

Kutenaig, local white ranches and fiamen, miners, conservation groups, railroad 

%omenclature for indigenous American groups is not straightfonvard. For example, the 
occurrence of "Blackfeet" or '%lackfoot" in the literature can both (or either) refer to a large 
collectivity that includes three major groups in Montana, Alberta, and Saskatchewan who speak 
the same language (or, ~onfusingly~ to either one of two of those sub-groups). Some initial 
clarification is in order. An Amencan distinction is between the "Bla~fdéet~~ of Montana and the 
"Blackfoot" of Alberta, who have also been called "Siksika" in the literature. A Canadian 
distinction of long standing has been arnongst the three groups, Siksih (or sometimes 'T3lackfbot 
proper" or ''Northem Blackfoot") who have a reserve east of Calgary; KuiMh (or 4'Blood") on 
the Arnerican-Canadian border; and Piegan, the latter subdivided into 'Worthern Piegan," who 
have a reserve in Alberta near Pincher Creek, and "South Piegan," who are organized in Montana 
as the "Blackfeet." In this work, context dictates how to interpret these terms. American sources 
using the term T31ackfeet" probably refer to the southern bands of the Piegan, the southemmost 
of the three groups (but who had close relationships with the Kainah, or Bloods, to their 
immediate north). It is these South Piegan people who probably had the closest association with 
the land of the park-though Northem Peigan and Kainah surely had an interest in it. More 
recent literature reflects a curent Canadian usage of Piikani to refer to the Piegan, and 
Nitsitapii to refer to the large collectivity of al1 the groups. The groups situated West of the 
Piegan, and who are historically and pre-historically associated with the land of GNP present a 
no-less confüsing tradition of naming than do the erstwhile "BlacWoot" 

"lathead" often refm to the aggregated sub-groups of Southem Interior Salish speakers 
who are now the predominant group on the Jocko Reservation (i.e, the Federated Saiish-Kutenai 
Tribe). In this work 1 have used the term "Salish" to refer to them. The term has sometimes 
implied inclusion of Kutenai, Kalispel, and Pend d'oreille Indians. 

'Xutenai" includes a distinct aggregate of people, historically north of the Salish in the 
Rocky Mountains, westward to Columbia Lake, and eastward ont0 the prairies, who spek  a 
language thaî is related to no other language, and evidence very long tenure in the area. The 



magnates) for a number of different reasons, including spiritual and economic ones. 

Based on these different values, not everyone agreed that a portion of northwestem 

Montana should become a national park. These groups a11 had cultura1ly mediated 

defmitions of wildemess, and when Glacier was established in 1910, Congress and the 

people who lobbied for the park's formation made a d e k i n g  statement about Montana's 

wildemess, and about how, and fkom whom, it should be protected. Knowing that even 

d e r  the park was fomed, logging, farrning, and hunting continue& we must ask what the 

nature of this "protection" was. Between 19 10 and 1945, private industry, GNP, and the 

National Park Service prepared the park for tourists by building roads, trails, and hotels, 

and establishing policies that kept the Blackfeet out and the ungulates in. What does 

GNPts experience Say about wildemess? 

This thesis will have three main components. F k t ,  1 will discuss the 

historiography of Amencan environmental history, thereby o f f e ~ g  a defmition of the 

field and descnbing the research on which it is based. These works range fiom James 

Malin's The Grosslands of North Arnericn: Prolegomena to its History-ofien referred to 

as the first "environmental" history-to sociaVpolitica1 histories such as Frederick Jackson 

southenunost groups now have a small reservation in northern Idaho, and sorne share the "Jocko" 
reservation by Flathead Lake with the Salish. The northern groups have very smdl reserves in 
Southeastern British Columbia. ("'Kutenai" can also be seen as "Kootenay" or "Kootenai." They 
have also sometimes been cailed the "Kalsa" Indians.) 

The easternmost subgroup of the Kutenai, a separate band but no longer existing as a 
collectivity, were the K'tunaxa (the most current spelling-they also appear in the literature as 
Tunaxa, Tunaxe, Saiish-Tunaxe, Kutenai-Tunaxa, Tunahe, and similar permutations). They 
apparentIy lived on the plains east of Glacier National Park, and may have incorporated Salishan- 
speakers who lived with them. 

Pend d'oreille and Kalispel, sometimes considered to be the same, are both groups that 
speak refated Salishan languages but, while maintainhg separate identities fiom the Saiish, have 
ofien lived amongst, or beside, Salish people. 
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Turner's n e  Signz~cunce of the Fmtier  in Americun Histoq~, and philosophical treatises 

like those of William Cronon. This section will demonstrate that environmental history is 

not new, but that the environment has been the subject of serious historical inquiry for the 

greater part of this century. 1 will discuss the way historians have approached the 

environment, and show how their methods have changed. The common theories and 

methods of this sub-field need to be described in order to propose a definition of 

environmental history, and to offer perspectives on the role of the environment in history. 

A description of what historians have had to Say about the methodology of environmental 

history, and by implication, a defmition of environmental history, are the substance of the 

first part of this work. 

Second, 1 will describe the history and the historical literature dealing with the 

national parks. Much of this literature is not considered "environrnental'' because it falls 

outside the present definition of environmental history. I would like to examine what 

distinguishes these early environmental histories from works that are currently defïned as 

environmental histories. Concentrating on a national park also permits the examination of 

literature dealing with an expIicitly environmental institution-the National Park Service. 

Third, 1 will examine the history of GNP from its origins to the mid-1930s. Given 

what 1 have proposed in the fnst part as the definition of environmental history, and 

looking at the literature of GNP in this light, what was the environmental history of GNP? 

What does its investigation reveal about the purview and def~ t ion  of environmental 

history, specifically through peoples' understandings of "wilderness"? How did their 

definitions of wildemess shape the way they interpreted the history of this national park? 



Studying the ways in which people thought about and interacted with the 

environment illuminates their understanding of wildemess. Understanding how people 

understood wildemess, in turn, gives insight into how they wrote about '%U" areas, 

namely national parks. This allows us to see more clearly not only past defmitions of 

wildemess, but also the field of environmental history. Undertaking this study of the 

history of the idea of wilderness in Glacier National Park is a response to the plea for a 

little self-reflection in the field. 



Chapter Two: Historiography 

Introduction 

Historians have been studying the Amencan environment and its role in history for 

over a century, but only lately have environmental histonans subjected their theories to the 

same in-depth cntical exploration they have given their subject. Many of their analyses 

are concerned with methods of interpreting landscapes as historical documents. William 

Cronon and Richard White, two among a field of many exceptional scholars, lead the 

discussion conceming how histonans should examine the environment's role in shaping 

past societies. The latest works of these historians deal with the historicity of the concept 

of wildemess. Their thought-provoking examinations of American comrnunities and 

regions etevate environmental themes, such as the concept of wilderness, to categories of 

interpretation as important and revealing as class and gender.IO 

Alongside works that can be categorized manifestly as environmental histones 

there exist histories of the Amencan National Park Service and various individual national 

parks. Despite obvious identification of national parks as a subject that is patently 

bbenvironmental" in most of these articles and books, any clairns to be environmental 

histories as such are notably absent In this category of written history, discussions of the 

significance-the meaning-of the landscape to the people involved are not even 

'q wish I could take credit for this observation, but it is William Cronon's. See "A Place 
for Stories: Nature, History and Narrative," The Journal ofAmerican History 78, no. 4 (1992): 
1349. 



inaoduced." One of the best examples of this narrow focus is John Ise's Our National 

Park Policy. In this book Ise discusses the evolution of the policies that govem the 

management of national parks as a history of government and politics, but he neglects to 

mise the history of the land itself as being gemme to the development of policy.12 

This is not to suggest that the oniy appropnate history of national parks or of 

environmental legislation is a history that includes at l e s t  some focus on the meaning of 

the landscape to historical per~onages.'~ It does, however, dernonstrate major theoretical 

merences between environmental historians and their colleagues in the discipline, even 

when their subject matter is identXed in the same terms. 

To historians trained in looking at other aspects of past societies, the en~ironment 

is tacitly seen as passive, the recipient of, or setting for, hurnan action. Analyses in that 

case logically center on how people have developed particular landscapes and on the 

legislation that concems that development." To environmental historians, by contrast, the 

''This situation is slowly changing. Mark David Spence in particular has contributed to 
the field with "Crown of the Continent, Backbone of the World: The American Wilderness Ideal 
and BIackfeet Exclusion fiom Glacier National Park," Environmental History 1 no. 3 (1996): 
22-39; and 'Dispossessing the WiIdemess: Yosemite Indians and the National Park Ideal, 1864- 
1930," Pacz;fc Hktorical Review 65, no. 1 (1996): 27-59. 

I2John Ise, Otlr National Park PoZicy: A Critical History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 196 1). 

"For example, see the exceptional work by E h o  R. Richardson, The Politics of 
Conservation: Crusades and Controversies 1897-1913 (BerkeIey and Los Angeles: University 
of California Press, I962), which is a thorough and focused examination of conservation's 
development as a political factor in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. See dso 
Frank E. Smith, The Politics of Conservation (New York: Randorn House, 1962). 

I4Again, see the previously cited works by Richardson and Frank E. Smith. The most 
prominent histories of the National Park Service also refiect the view that the environment is 
passive: see especially John Ise, Our National Park Poliq (previously cited); Freeman Tilden, 
The National Park (New York: Alfired A. Knopf, 1968), and Horace M. Albright, as  told to 
Robert Cahn, n e  Birth of the National Park Service: R e  Foundrng Years, 1913-33 (Salt Lake 
City: Howe Brothers, 1 985). 
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land is an active agent in cultural change. Environmental historians begin with the premise 

that the ways in which people have approached and interacted with landscapes in the past 

have shaped-and been reactive t~people ' s  understandings and values of those 

Iandscapes: the land plays some role in forming culture values, and those values affect the 

interaction of subsequent generations with the land. 

In order to situate works on wildemess in national parks within the context of 

environmental history, this histonography will be divided into three sections. First, the 

field of American environmental history will be htroduced- Second, histories of the 

national parks and the National Park Service, until recently the interest of non- 

environmental historians, will be examined. This section will be followed by a description 

of works dealing specifically with wildemess as a theme in historical analysis. Wildemess 

in history has been studied intensively by historians; understanding this concept has 

profound implications for interpreting the history of national parks. The fmal 

historiographic topic is the situation of this thesis in the context of environmental histories 

of national parks. 

An Introduction to American Environmental History 

Environmental history is the study of p s t  human involvement with the 

environment. Although the environment had been a subject of histoncal inquj. since at 

least the middle of the nineteenth century, the field began to take shape in 1 948.15 That 

''ln America, according to Nash, investigating the history of the environment began in the 
middle of the nineteenth century, with Francis Parkman, Jr. (The Cal$oomia and Oregon TraiC) 
and George Perkins Marsh (Man and Nature: or, Physical Geogmphy as Modz9ed &y Hwnan 
Action), 
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year, James Malin published an ecological history of the Noah Arnerican grasslands, a 

natural history supplemented with documents pertahing to the experiences and 

observations of the fmt European and American explorea of the region. Malin stood 

alone in the field until the late 1960s, when Rodenck Nash joined hirn with his seminal 

book on American wildemess, Wildemess and the American M M  Foilowing in Nash's 

fwtsteps were Donald Worster, Alfred Crosby, William Cronon, and Richard White. 

Although by no means the ody scholars contributing to the subject, these six are 

responsible for forrning the field and for influencing the way historians have subsequently 

examined the dialectic between historic people and their landscapes. Because these work 

exempli@ the field of envuonmental history, not explicitly the concept of wilderness, the 

theme on which the description of the field in this work focuses is a methodological one: 

the issue of present-centeredness. 

Present-Centeredness 

Environmental history, it can be argued, is by its very nature present-centered? 

This rnay be because environmental historians, perhaps more than any othen, are 

inevitably faced with the end-product of their study: historic changes to landscape are 

'%Jsing modem concepts and current definitions to hvestigate and explain events that 
occurred in the p s t  distorts history. An astrophysicist working today may be intrigued by 
Galileo's methods, but would not interpret Galileo's theories based on current understandings of 
gamma rays and anti-matter because Galileo did not know about those particular theories. My 
perspective in this section was greatly Xonned by T.G. Ashplant and Adnan Wilson, "Present- 
Centred History and the Problem of Historical Knowledge," The Historical Journal 3 1, no. 2 
(1988): 253-274. 



fiequently a visible part of the present." Chronicling the events that lead to visible 

patterns and activities in regional and specific landscapes-be it corn farming in Iowa, or a 

network of irrigation canals in northern Wyoming-prompts one to engage in a simple 

search for the origins, the %art dates" if you will, of those feahires, not the historic 

cultural pmcesses that led to corn fa&g or the construction of canais. Putting present- 

centeredness another way, interpreting women's historic roles solely through modem 

gender definitions is to miss the story. Histork developments on landscapes ofien co-exist 

with modem ones, blurring the h e s  between past and present, making it difficult for 

historians to resist using modem tems to interpret and explain the past. 

What we end up with is the curious logic of present-centeredness and 

environmental history. Environmental historians accept unreservedly that the environment 

itself is as important a document as the text which describes the landscape. Furthermore, 

they hold that landscapes played vital, active roIes in determinhg the human events that 

occurred upon and within them. Landscapes continue to shape the culture of their 

inhabitants, shaping, and being in turn shaped by, society. Histone changes are very much 

a part of the present. This may prompt, in modem residents of that landscape, a present- 

centered approach in describing it: because my landscape looks the same to me as it did to 

those who lived here one hundred years ago, surely the descriptive tems are the same. 

"Political theories, such as democracy, are of course historic concepts that exist in some 
fonn today. Our democracy today is certainiy not the democracy of ancient Athens, and while 
people may lament and/or applaud the evolved concept, scholars do not interpret the democracy 
of ancient Greece using modem concepts: ancient Greece and modern Canada both claim 
democratic governrnents but they are clearly not the same thing. The same is true of the 
environment. While the language and theory of modem historiaos continues to challenge past 
interpretations of political, social, and scientific history, this debate has not begun in earnest in 
environmental histoy to date. See Carolyn Merchant, Tcological Revolutions," 22. 
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Present-centeredness is especially evident in histonans' use of the term "wildemess"; 

wildemess does not change-there was just more of it two centuries ago, right? 

The Sir Historiam Who Shaped a Field 

In James Malin's groundbreaking work ??ze Grmslands of North America: 

Prolegomena to its History, the author treated the grassland ecosystem as an historical text 

explicitly and unapologeticafly. He stated in his introduction that his method "recognizes 

the ecological, agronomical, pedagogical, and geographic factors that provide the setting 

for hi~tory."'~ He stressed the applicability of scientific methods to history and proceeded 

to reconstruct the grasslands' historic environment using scientific data, devoting only one 

chapter to historie human involvement with the region: early exploren' accounts of the 

environment. For Malin, botanical data, entomological records, and geological reports of 

the land and the life fomis that inhabited it were the key sources of information in his 

quest to reconstruct the grasslands ecosystem, and Malin's methods grounded him f m l y  

in the ps t .  Unlike many subsequent environmental historians, who choose to interpret the 

iandscape as an artifact that is constantly being modified by humans, Malin wanted to 

recreate the grasslands as they were before Europeans arrived. By expfaining the 

modifications made by human communities, Malin hoped to reveal a snapshot of what the 

grasslands looked like before the arriva1 of European settlers. The landscape was more 

than a relic: it was a source. Thus, Malin approached his study with both eyes focused on 

the past. 

 ames es Malin, ï 3e  Grasslands of North Americu: Prolegomena tu its History 
(Lawrence, Kansas: private printing, 1948). 



Rodenck Nash picked up where his predecessor left off and proceeded to take 

environmental history in a whole new direction. Recogniung the analytical limitations of 

Malin's method, Nash employed a methodology that stressed not the actual, physical 

landscape, but focused instead on philosophies about the environment. In other words, 

Nash took the focus off the dirt that makes up the ecosystem and emphasized the thoughts 

Americans had about that dirt. WiZdemess and the American Mind changed the course of 

environmental history, as it demonstrated the impact the environment had on Amencan 

culture nom Puritan New England to the mid-twentieth century: an intellectual, rather 

than a natural, history of the environment becarne the fashionable approach.19 

Using the historical texts of Thoreau, Emerson, and other notable Arnericans, 

Nash pulled environmental themes fkom a variety of sources in order to defme and chart 

the changing conceptions of wilderness in American Society. He investigated wilderness 

through the literature of urban-dwelling philosophers, and delivered a monochromatic 

pictue of Americans and their ideology; Nash's "American" wildemess is middle-class 

white wildemess, not necessarily knerican Indian, working class lumberjack, or Chinese- 

American women's wildemess. Nash's work proves that wilderness is ûuly a social 

construct, by appealing to texts to justifl his own cultural understandings of it. It is Nash's 

contention that interactions with specific environments shaped Amenca's .conception of 

wildemess. We must interpret the historie environment as a relic if we are to gain insight 

into that society's definition of things related to that relic. Nash, like Malin, understood 

the environment to be an historical relic insofar as it detennined notions of the fkontier, 

'Qoderick Nash, WiIdetness and the Arnerican M i d  (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1967). 
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nature and wilderness, but Nash's environment is a much more abstract and removed relic 

than Malin's, and that removai renders it open to different interpretation. 

DonaId Worster viewed the role of the environment in history much like Nash. In 

Nature's Economy: The Roots ofEcoIogy, Worster approached the study of 

environmental history as an intellectual historian. He exarnined the lives of great figures of 

ecological thought and their perceptions of the environment, and the implications their 

thought had on the scientifc community and on culture in general. Worster wrote 

biographies in order to reconstruct ecological ideology, and so he relied heavily on the 

literature created by well-known philosophers : Linneaus, Darwin, Voltaire, and so forth. 

The environment, while a relic inasmuch as these individuals wrote and philosophized 

about it, remained abstract and secondary to Worster's large question: what did these men 

have to say about the environment, and how were they influenced by, and in tum, 

influential themselves, of their societies' understandings of ecology? Worster incorporated 

both American and European literature in his analysis as he reconstructed the development 

of ecological thought. In so doing, Worster referred to the environment of the whole earth 

as a relic, but only as it was revealed by these men's writings. Like Nash, Worster turned 

to the intellectual and philosophical past to explain the present; this is one aspect of the 

present-centeredness of envifinmental history20 

Alfred Crosby is another historian who investigated the past in order to explain 

current biological and cultural phenornena. His central question is somewhat 

overwhelming: how were Europeans able to populate so many areas of the globe and 

'Qonald Worster, Nature's Economy= The Roots of EcoZogy (San Francisco: Sierra 
Club Books, 1977.) 
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dominate the world's economy, as evidenced by the 'Weo-Europes" of Australia, New 

Zealand, and North and South America? He found the answer to his question in biology: 

Europeans in the New World and Australasia not only dorninated indigenous inhabitants in 

warfare, but engaged in a type of biological combat as well. 

In The Columbian Exchange: Biological and CulfuraI Con~equences of 1492, 

Crosby told the story of Columbus' mival in the New World f?om a biological 

perspective.*' SmaUpox, and other vinises to which Europeans had an immunity, 

decimated populations which had never been exposed to such diseases. Furthemore, the 

Conquistadores and those who followed them brought domesticated animals-perhaps most 

notably the honeand their advanced famiing techniques to North Amerka, which 

enabled them to create food surpluses and build their population. Crosby argued that 

better manipulation of their environment was the basis of European success in the 

Americas. 

Crosby's analysis of the biological implications of the European settlement of 

North Arnerica led to another book which examined the issue on a global scale. 

Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Exparnion of Europe, 990-1900 examined the 

effect of disease and other biological factors in history, again focusing on the success of 

Europeans at expunging native species and replacing them with European ones? He 

acceded that Europeans may have conquered indigenous populations because of better 

weapons, "but what in heaven's name is the reason the sun never sets on the empire of the 

2 1 ~ l f i e d  W. Crosby, n e  Colmbion fichange: Biological und Cultural Consequences 
of 1492 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Publishing Company, 1972). 

aCrosby, Ecological ImperiaIism: R e  Biological Expansion of Europe, 900- 1900 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2 986). 
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dande~ion?''~ In presenting biological evidence to tell the potitical and econornic history 

of the 'Weo-Europes," Crosby ably demonstrated that the environment is an active role- 

player in history. 

Richard White's Land Use. Environment, and Social Change: The Shaping of 

Island County, Washington marks a tuming point in the methodology and approach of 

environmental history. White initiated a retum to Malin's method, as once again the land 

itself is seen as a source, a starting point for historical analysis. White's methodoiogy 

recognizes that the environment speaks as eloquently as text. He traced the environmental 

impact of both Indigenous and European inhabitants of Island County, and examined their 

consequences for those societies. He is thematic in his approach, looking at the main 

types of land us*hunting, fanning, logging, agriculture and tourism-and the different 

types of landscapes those uses have created. His method relies on scientific surveys (such 

as geological and archeological reports), sunreyor3s notes, census reports of animals and 

crop yields-material which he says "may not seern promising ... to an historian who is not 

an expert in ecology, geography, botany, ... z~ology ' '~~  but necessary to examine if 

historians want to understand the impact of humankind on environment. According to 

White, other disciplines have long recopized the historical elernents of this material. With 

White, the environment itself becomes a source of historical data once again. 

William Cronon's Nature's Metropoiis: Chicago and the Great West is one of the 

most recent histories that utilizes White's methodology. Cronon stresses that he is not 

"Richard White, Land Use, Environment, and Social Change: me Shaping of Island 
Corn& Washington (Seattle: The University of Washington Press, 198O), 7. 
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looking for the origins of the Chicago area's environrnental problems; rather, he traces the 

ways in which this landscape was transformed by humans and how this senes of 

transformations anticipated many of the environmental problems this area faces today: 

deforestation, species' extinction, and the destruction of habitat, to name but a few. As 

Cronon's goal is to demonstrate environmental change in relation to human activity, he 

concentrates on the activity that has had the greatest impact on the Midwest environment: 

trade in natural resources between Chicago and the surroundhg regions that supplied 

those resources. Like White, Cronon uses the landscape itself as an historical document, 

and balances this interpretation of the environment with ngorous examinations of 

conventional, textual histoncal documents. To Cronon, the environment is as valid a 

source of evidence for his study as are the legislative documents he examines. 

The Field At Presentr Definitions as ProbZems 

Therefore, there are two main ways in which the environment has been interpreted 

by environmental historians. The fast is to pursue environrnental history in the manner of 

Malin, and to concentrate on the actual physical environment in order to constnict a 

history of the land, using prîmarily scientific data to set the stage for Iater human 

involvement. The second approach is to undertake an analysis of the environment on the 

basis of standard historical documents, such as Emerson's writings, in the tradition of an 

intellechial historian, pulling out environmental themes and discussing the siwcance of 

nature to specific cultures and societies. Most environmental literature has been produced 

using one of these two approaches: in the fmt, the land is an overt, active source, and in 

the other, an abstract relic. However, this method is changing. 
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William Cronon and Richard White offer a methodology that incorporates the 

strengths of both these approaches. White and Cronon acknowledge the environment as 

the central and most important relic and ulrimate starting point in their analyses-an 

indication of the present-minded nature of environmental history-and proceed to interpret 

it as a dynarnic living record of human activity. Using historical documents to explain 

changes in the landscape, White and Cronon constnict histories of the environmen& and 

succeed in explainhg historic relationships of humans with their environments. 

The common thread that runs through this environmental literature is an awareness 

of the importance of the word. Malin, despite his ultra-scientific concentration, explicitly 

States in his chapter detailing early exploren' accounts of the grassland that "it is 

imperative that attention be directed to the rneaning of ternis as employed by each 

writer."*' Cronon also notes that "carefül, histoncally minded usage ... of problematic 

terms" such as "nature" and "the Great West" is the key to an accurate interpretation of 

histonc texts in relation to the envi~onrnent.~~ Nash and Wonter go to great lengths to 

communicate the changing defmitions and understandings of such terms as nature and 

wildemess. Despite the efforts of these historians to dispel confusion, wildemess remains 

a problematic t e m  in historical literature. 

26William Cronon, Nature's Metropoh: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 199 1). 
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Historiaus of the National Parks and National Park Service 

Until recently, histones of the National Park Service and those of specific national 

parks focused on the origins of these institutions, without questionhg the role of national 

parks in society beyond that of protecting and representing "our living herit~ige."~' John 

Ise's Our National Park Policy does not venture beyond narrative in his description of the 

evolution of park policy. Freeman Tilden's The National Parh contains good 

descriptions of each national park but does not oEer any thoughts on the nature of 

national parks, notwithstanding their role as protected scenic wonders. William C. 

Everhart and Horace Albright, important sources for descriptions of the personalities that 

formed the NPS, recount the events of the early years of the Service but do not tell a 

deeper story. The same is true of Robert Shankland's Sreve Mather of the National 

~ a r k s . ~ ~  While al1 of these works have significant places in the historiography of national 

parks and the NPS, they focus on the meaning of people, not the meaning of land. 

Lately, the focus of historians looking at parks and the NPS has shifted fiom the 

institutions themselves to the meaning of those institutions. The work of Joseph L. Sax, 

Larry M. Dilsaver, Richard West Sellars, and Alfied Runte headline this approach. Like 

Nash, White, and Spence, these authos examine the concept of wildemess, but fiom the 

perspective of parks (with the exception of Sax, who approaches the issueas a 

preservationist). Instead of seeing how wildemess was created in national parks, they look 

at how national parks managed andpackaged wildemess. This is a significant distinction, 

"This phrase cornes fiom David Bower, ed., Wilderness: Americu 's Living Heritage 
(San Francisco: Sierra Club, 196 1). 

28All the works mentioned here have been previously cited except Robert Shankland, 
Steven Mather of the National Purks (New York: Alfied A. Knopf, 1970). 
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for the fact that it does not recognize that wildemess exists only as it is defmed by humans. 

Assuming that there is land that is intrinsically %ildemess," with the end of "managing" it, 

denies the historicity of the term. It denies the humanity of wilderness by removing it 

from temporal analysis. 

Joseph L. Sax's Mountains Without HandraiI: Reflections on the National Parks 

addressed the issue of recreation in national parkd9 Sax questioned if park administrators 

should bow to the demands of tourists and increase development to accommodate their 

increasing numben, or if they should halt development to suit the p ~ c i p l e s  of wildemess- 

seekers and preservationists. Sax highlighted a modem park issue and put it in historical 

context: as the Glacier writers indicate, building roads and trails and clearing campgrounds 

were considered essential in order for tourists in the fmt decades of the twentieth century 

to experience the wilderne~s.'~ Sax concluded that parks are more than ecological 

reserves, that they are profoundly cultural creations that exist for the benefit of the people. 

nieir original purpose was to encourage wildemess encounters as inherently redeeming 

29Joseph L. Sax, Mountains Without Handraiis: Refections on the National Parks 
(Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1980). 

do not want to give the impression that I advocate development in parks. On the 
contrary, 1 am in line with current NPS thinking which advocates regulating, or reducing, the 
number and the impact of park visitors. Seventy years ago nationai parks were harder to reach, 
and the nation's population was srnalier; naturally parks were concerned with providing 
amenities such as hotels, roads, suid trails in order to make peoples' stay enjoyable and to 
encourage r e m  visits. Now, the relative ease of reaching national parks has made day 
trippers-people who stay on the road and day-use trails-a real concern for park managers, one 
that did not exist even forty years ago. 
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Lary M. Dilsaver's Arnerica 's National Park System: The Critical Document?' is 

a comprehensive assembly of primary documents produced by the NPS and its amorphous 

predecessors. He organized the documents chronologically and by theme, beginnuig with 

'The Early Years, 1864-1 9 1 8" and "Def&g the System, 19 19- 1932," closing the volume 

with "A System Threatened, 198 1-1 992." While a collection of some of the most 

significant documents pertaining to the national parks is significant enough a contribution 

to the literature, Dilsaver provided, as well, descriptions of historical context and 

thoughtfùl analyses of the documents in his introduction to each section. For example, 

"The New Deal Years, 1933-1941" includes documents about the Civilian Conservation 

Corps and a report entitled "Atmosphere in the National Parks." Dilsaver summarized the 

policy which precipitated the documents but he permitted the documents to speak for 

themselves. In its informed collection of documents and thoughtful elucidation of their 

meaning and context, Dilsaver's volume is unique and significant. 

Richard West Sellars is an historian with the National Park Service. A prolific 

writer on the subject of the Service, Sellars concentrates mainly on the development of 

national park management. In articles such as "The Roots of National Park 

manage men^'"^ "Science or Scene~y? Conflict of Values in the National Park~,'"'~ and 

ccManipulating Nature's Paradise: National Park Management Under Stephen T. Mather, 

"Lay M. Dilsaver, ed., America 's National Park Sysrem: The Critical Documents 
(Lanham, Maryland: Rowen and Little field, 1994). 

32Richard West Seliars, "The Roots of National Park Management," The Journo[ of 
Forestry 90, no. 1 (1992): 16-19. 

33Richard West Sellars, "Science or Scenery? A Conflict of Values in National Park 
Management," WiIderness 52, no. 185 (1 989): 30-3 8. 



19 16- 1929," '' Sellars reconciles the current NPS focus on ecological issues with the 

historkal record. He explains that the purpose of establishhg the first national parks was 

not concem for vanishing wildlands, as the current preservationist and ecological 

interpretation of national parks would have us believe, but concem for a vanishing 

culture? He describes how the NPS mandate gradually changed nom a cultural to an 

ecological focus. As the products of an historian employed by the NPS, Sellars' articles 

demonstrate that park management is beginning to acknowledge once again the 

significance of culture to the national parks. He is one of the few historiaus of the 

National Park Service publishing in this area, so his work stands out in the literature of the 

field. 

Perhaps the most widely read historian of the national parks is Alfied Runte. Two 

of his works are foundations in the historiography of environmental history: National 

Park:  The American Experience and Yosemite: The Embaitled WiZdeme~s..'~ Like 

Sellars, Runte sought to dispel the myth that national parks were created for altniistic 

notions of ecological integrity. In National Park he defined the impetus behind the 

establishment of national parks as a search for national identity. The book focuses on the 

national atznosphere in which parks were created, and examines the persona1 thoughts of 

the people who were behind the creation of the national parks. 

%chard West Sellars, "Manipulating Nature's Paradise: National Park Management 
Under Stephen T. Mather, 19 16-1929,'' Montana: me Magazine of Western History 43, no.2 
(Spring 1 993): 3- 13. 

3sSe~lars, "Roots," 16. 

=~lf?ed Runte, Nathnid P a r k  n ie  American Eqerience (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1979) and Yosemite: The Embarrled Wilderness (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1990). 
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In Nationul Parh Runte apologized for not being able to focus on an individual 

park-his vision was too broad to permit an in-depth examination of the NPS mandate in 

action in one specific park. He compensated for that lack of detail by producing 

Yusemiter The Embaîtled Fildemess. Yosemite is a detailed look at the preservation-and- 

use debate that National Parh introduced. In these works, Runte took the stance of an 

environmental histonan: he focused specincally on the ways in which Yosemite's 

landscape has been altered by administrations-through policies such as predator control 

and fire suppression-and with that focus descnbed how those change reflect the 

developing resource-management philosophy of the NPS. 

Histotians and the Concept of Wüderness 

Wilderness is not a new topic in history, but it is being analyzed differently now 

than when the concept frst became an issue for historiam. Fredenck Jackson Turner was 

one of the first to analyze the role of wildemess in history when he delivered his paper 

"The Significance of The Frontier in Amencan History" in 1 8913' His thoughts on the 

subject still influence the way people understand national parks. Nash produced the 

cIassic Wilderness and the Arnerican Mind in 1 967, and has contributed nurnerous other 

works to the field. William Cronon, Richard White, and Mark David Spence have all 

fonvarded the wildemess debate, especially with regard to national parks. 

3'Frederïck Jackson Turner, T h e  Significance of the Frontier in Amencan History,"in 
Fredenck Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History (Annual Report of the Arnerican 
Historical Association, 1893; New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1920 and 1947): 1-38. 
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Turner argued that the American experience of settling the hnt ier  and civilizing 

the wilderness created the American character, which in tum created American 

democracy? Although Turner himself had experienced the kontier-his father was a 

pioneer, having settled in fkontier Wisconsin-Turner went east to write about the fiontier, 

perhaps to gain some objectivity. From that perspective, Turner observed that as the 

pioneer moved across the continent, he ' k s f o r m e d  the wilderness, moved M e r  away 

from European traditions, and created a new, independent phenornenon: the ~rnerican."~~ 

Furthermore, "the demand for land and the love of wilderness fieedom drew the fkontier 

ever onward.'*' 

As the fiontier moved west, according to Turner, so did democracy, for "eontier 

individualism has nom the beginning promoted democracy.'"' Pioneers who carved out a 

living in the west were "regenerated politically.'" Turner did caution that the fiontier 

could have a negative impact on one's character; he said that fieedom could lead to "bad 

fmancial practices," "selfishness," and ultimately, low persona1 i~~tegrity.'~ However, the 

benefits of a western wildemess expenence far outweighed the potentially negative ones. 

The wilderness enhanced the traits that characterized the ideal American: a dominant 

individualism; a practical, inventive turn of mind; and a "buoyancy and exuberance which 



cornes with fieedom.'" To Turner, the pioneer experience was the foundation of 

Amencan democracy. 

Turner's ideas conceming the eontier and wilderness had been culturally 

mediated. His views had been shaped by his farnily's fmt-hand participation in the Euro- 

American pioneering experience. The cultural transmission of fiontier values is presented 

clearly in Roderick Nash's history of wildemess. Nash was perhaps the h t  scholar to 

argue that wilderness was not a place, but a state of mind described by feelings 

traditionally associated with wilderness: being awestnick and ah id ,  feeling lost and 

possibly threatened, and expenencing a general loss of c o n t r ~ l . ~ ~  Quite apart nom being 

the Adirondacks or Monument Valley, wilderness was whatever individuals thought it 

was. For some, wildemess was Yeilowstone's back country, but for others, it was New 

York City. What Nash demonstrated in his work is that wildemess has a fluid cultural 

defmition: the Puritans considered New England as wilderness when they arrived in 1642, 

but to its Indigenous inhabitants, it was as fmiliar as a back yard. European immigrants 

thought North Amenca was a wilderness, therefore it was a wildemess; because we have 

grown up with the history and culture of Europeans instead of, for example, the Iroquois 

Confederacy, the readen of early tracts can imagine the Roanoke settlers encountering 

wildemess instead of occupied and cultivated land. 

This conception of wildemess as the place where people are not is being 

challenged by historians such as Mark David Spence. Spence's analyses of Glacier and 

45~oderick Nash, Wilderness m d  the American MM. Nash's book is the semind one on 
the issue, 



Yosemite National Park demonstrate how c%vilderness" was constructed in national 

parks." Both park administrations removed natives from their traditional lands in order to 

create the park, and then exploited the native presence to create a mythic Old West 

'%vildemess" for the Amencan public. The motives behind the administrators' actions 

were paradoxical and cornplex, but the intent was to create a perception of native cultures 

which did not contradict the prevailing notions of wildemess. Natives were no longer 

pennitted to live, hunt, and f m  in the area that had been their home; once relocated 

outside the park, they were permitted to sel1 baskets and even their pictures to tourists. 

"Wilderness," in the words of Richard White, was "not so much preserved as created?? 

What is wildemess? Modem western society has been taught to view wilderness 

areas as places where human development has been either kept to a minimum or is 

forbidden altogether, where natural ecosystems regulate themselves without human 

interference. Or as the Wildemess Act defmes it, places cZuitrarnmeled by man, where 

man himself is a visitor who does not rernaidA8 Students of history are taught that the 

whole of North America was wildemess when Europeans arrived, wildemess which 

gradually succurnbed to the ax and plow, in generally a westerly direction. We have been 

acculturated to believe that national parks are bastions of the wildemess, that they are al1 

46Spence's articles 'Dispossessing the Wïderness" and "Crown of  the Continent, 
Backbone of the World" have been previously cited. 

"Richard White, "The New Western History and the National Parks," 3 1. 

48Appendix A: The WiZderness Act of 1964 in WiZderness and the QuaZip of Life, eds. 
Maxine E. McCloskey and James P. Gilligan (Sierra Club: San Francisco, 1969), 229. Or, refer 
to The Wildemess Act of 1964¶ 16 US. Code 1 13- 1 136 Section 2(c), 88m Congress, 2' Session, 
September 3, 1964 (known sometimes as Public Law 88-577). We owe this understanding also 
to scientists like Aldo Leopold and organizations such as the Ecological Society of America, 
which during the 1920s and 1930s, called repeatedly for a re-evaluation of  the purpose of 
protected wilderness areas based on ecological theories about the viability of landscapes. 
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that remains of the wilderness of Euro-American ancestors encountered as tbey settled the 

continent. This view is fossilized in the legacy of Frederick Jackson Turner. It was 

perpetuated by Roderick Nash. Only now is it being cross-examined by scholars such as 

Cronon, White, and Spence. 

These historians have pointed out that 'Midemess," as it has been discussed by 

historians, protected by Congress, and venerated by the Sierra Club, is nothing more than 

a construction of an urban, middle-class, educated, Euro-American elite. When 

nineteenth and early twentieth century academics, bureaucrats, and activists talked about 

'%vildemess" they revealed their culturally and tempo rally de fmed conception of what 

constituted a wildemess area. The history of protection and management of wildemess 

areas is meaningful in itself, but unless we know how people defmed wildemess, the stov 

is only half understood. 

In ''The Trouble With Wildemess; or Getting Back To the Wrong Nature," 

William Cronon says that "[flar fiom being the one place on earth that stands apart f?om 

humanity, [wilderness] is quite profoundly a human creation-indeed, the creation of very 

particular human cultures at very particular moments in human hi~tory?~ Udike Nash, 

however, Cronon does not limit himself to describing wildemess nom a singularly white 

perspective and calling it "American." Cronon elevates wildemess to an interpretive term 

by highlighting the differences between different class and ethnic perceptions of it: wealthy 

tourists who saw recreation potential when they saw the Adirondack wilderness, and 

laborea who could eam their living fiom logging and farming it; same place, two entirely 

4 g W i l ~ i m  Cronon, "The Trouble With Widerness," 69. 
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different perceptions. Cronon, like Spence and White, also argues that the relocation of 

Indians fiom traditional lands to reservations in order to create "uninhabited 

wildemess-uninhabited as never before in the human history of the place-rerninds us just 

how invented ... the American wildemess really is."'' 

In fact, Cronon argues, wilderness is a "fiight £tom hist~ry."~' In wild places, it is 

believed, one experiences timeless truths which have been obscured by civilkation. 

Whether the search for tmth is a complex spiritual one, or as simple as witnessing the 

realities of the food chah, wildemess escapes the present and becomes a timeless 

landscape to those that seek it. This ahistorical perception of wildemess, historians have 

noted, is a thoughtless insult to the Indians who lived there before being rel~cated.'~ 

Furthemore, the belief that wildemess transcends history perpetuates value-laden, and 

fiequently spiritual, language describing wildemess: since the Romantic movement of the 

nineteenth century, wilderness has been seen as the ideal place in which to seek the 

Divine. Wildemess experiences are still described by many in terms associated with the 

religious-awe, wonder, fmding one's place in the larger scheme of life.'3 Wildemess' 

flight fkom history is inevitable, when the language used to describe it is often spiritual, 

very personal, and unavoidably present-centered. 
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GIacier National Park 

The first history of Glacier National Park was written only nine years after the park 

was established." The level of interest in the park that this indicates has not abated. 

Among the histories that followed the fht are those commernorating the park's fiftieth 

anniversary, the articles of Jerry DeSanto, Michael Ober, Michael Schene, and Spence." 

Many of these works are descriptive histories of the people and events that shaped the 

park. Few transcend narrative to interpret the actions that comprise Glacier's history. 

Madison Grant wrote the Earb History of Glacier National Park in 19 19. His 

work is interesting, not only because it was the k t  history that was printed, but because 

he began the history of the park in 1804, when Lewis and Clark identified Chief 

Mountain, a prominent and distinct feature, on a map they sent to Thomas Jefferson. By 

defming the park's history spatially, in tems of geography, the author effectively removes 

the park fkom tirne; even though his subject is history, Glacier lies outside the temporal? 

Grant spends little time discussing resource development in the park, preferring to brush 

over that aspect of its past and instead to descnbe place narnes that white explores and 

Glacier Park founders assigned to different features. The process of renaming places is 

symbolic, and again, suggests that Glacier's history, and identity, began with the arrivai of 

the European. 

"Madison Granî, The Eariy Hktory of Glacier National Park Montana (Washington, 
D.C.: Government P ~ t i n g  Office, 19 19.) 

*'$pence is discussed at greater length in another section. 

 gain, Cronon's Wight fiom history." 



la 1960, the Montana Heritage Series p ~ t e d  a magazine called "Glorious Glacier: 

The Early History of Glacier National ~ark."" The magazine contains several interesthg 

articles written by former park staff and amateur histonans about the region's role in the 

fur trade, the move to establish the area as a park, and other aspects of the park's history. 

Completely narrative in tone, the magazine presents a cornprehensive, if dated, chronology 

of the park's history. 

Although Jerome DeSanto, Michael Ober, and Michael Schene do not cal1 

themselves environmental historians, their work examines aspects of human interaction 

with Glacier's landscape. Their histones are specific, local, and very detailed. DeSanto's 

articles, "Drillhg in Kintla Lake: Montana's First Oil Well," and "Uncle JefE Mysterious 

Character of the Noah Fork" uncover the history of two under-studied aspects of 

Glacier's history: resource extraction and home~teading.~~ Michael Ober's investigation of 

the Civilian Conservation Corp's activities in the park reveal the extent of the Corp's 

involvement in developing the idkastructure that the park needed to support tourïsm: road 

construction, trail clearing, and the building of campgrounds. Michael Schene examined 

the role of the railroad in Glacier's early devel~prnent.~~ His discussion demonstrates that 

private enterprise, in the f o m  of the Great North Railway magnate Louis B. Hill, was 

S'Montana Historical Society, b4Glorious Glacier: The Early History of Glacier National 
Park," (Helena, Montana: Montana Heritage Series No. 9, 1960). Articles have been cited 
individually by author as they are discussed. 

S8Jerorne DeSanto, cTXlling in Kintla Lake: Montana's First Oil Well," Montana 35, 
no.2 (1985) 25-3 7; and 'Wncle JeE Mysterious Character of the North Forh" Montana 32, no. 1 
(1982): 14-23. 

S%Iichael Schene, "The Crown of the Continent: Private Enterprise and Public Interest in 
the Early Development of Glacier National Park," Forest and Conservation History34, no. 2 
(1990): 69-75. 
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fundamental to the development of the park; Hill's railroad brought tourists to Glacier and 

his political influence ensured govenunent appropriations to the under-budgeted park. 

These historians' work is significant not only because none other exists on the subject, but 

also because of the quality and detail of their analysis. 

Glacier National Park and the Myth of Wildemess 

This thesis presents a history of peoples' perceptions of wildemess in Glacier, and 

how those perceptions reflected a search for national character. No one has explored in 

detail, or with reference to a particular park, what the memben of the urban, middle-class 

white subculture, those responsible for creating the myth of wildemess, said about the 

wildemess they hoped to experience on their summer vacation. It is my contention that 

understanding their perceptions of wilderness enhances Our interpretation of national 

parks, illuminates aspects of the legacy of Turner's fkontier thesis, and helps to 

demonstrate the mythical nature of wildemess. 

Conclusion 

Histot5- examinhg the history of national parks and wildemess al1 argue 

convincingly that national parks, and the wildemess ideal they perpehiate, are culturd 

constructs. Wildemess was created in national parks in such a way as to exclude natives 

and everyone else who could not share the mythic, mainly Euro-American, expenence of 

the Old West and the fiontier that Turner articulated. As a product of, and for, a 

particular society, the constmct of "wildemess" must be interpreted in its historical 

context, particularly as this historie concept has implications today. Analyzing how this 



term was used by the people who created it reveals fust, how national parks were 

perceived and experienced by tourists; and second, that "wildemess" is very much a 

product of our imaginations, no matter how Congress may legislate it. 



Chapter Three: 'Playgrounds for the People": National Park and the Wilderness 

Ideal 

Introduction 

Increasing belief in the sanctity of wildemess, concem with the implications of 

rapid indusûial development, and national pride in the American character were the three 

most significant factors leading to the creation of the fust national parks and the National 

Park Service. Each factor in tum dominated the rhetoric for setting aside large tracts of 

the American landscape as "playgrounds for the p e ~ p l e , ' ~  but for a bnef period, between 

the late 1890s and 1910, these factors converged into one compelling argument for the 

preservation of public lands. During this tirne the nation witnessed a flurry of national 

park creation, which in turn led to the formation of the National Park Service to manage 

the newly established parks. What unified these seemingly distinct and unrelated 

sentiments was the means by which, al1 at once, the sanctity of wildemess could be 

honored, rapid development at least regionally contained, and national pride celebrated 

through a wildemess experience in a national park. Spending tirne in wild, untamed 

landscapes would instill in Americans the democratic principles held by their forebears, 

people whose exposure to fiontier conditions had ultimately given nse to the Amencan 

character and political system. 

do not know who first coined this tem, but it was common in the first part of the 
century to describe a national park as a "playground." Mathiide Edith Holtz and Katherine 
Bernis describe Glacier as such in Glacier National Park= Ifs Trails and Treasures (New York: 
George H. Doran, 1917). See also C.W. Buchhoftz, "The National Park as Playground," Journal 
of Sport History 5, no.3 (1978): 2 1-36. 



A Brief History of Wilderness 

Pioneers and WiZderness 

In 185 1 Henry Thoreau wrote "in wildness is the preservation of the world.'"' 

Wild places were not always viewed by Americans with such a favorable eye. The fmt 

European inhabitants of Amenca brought with them nom the Old World a fear of the 

wildemessP2 In the Judeo-Christian tradition there has been at least a current of thought 

in which wilderness was defmed as the place where civilized people were not, a place 

where God banished those who had sinned. As Samuel Johnson wrote in 1755, the 

wildemess was "A desert, a tract of solitude and savageness.'" To the Puritans who 

amived on New England's shores in îhe 1640s, the New World presented an opportunity 

to fashion a new, improved society out of the wilderness." Indeed, to early Americans, 

"Henry David Thoreau, "The Transcendental View," in The Arnerican Environment: 
Readings in the History of Conservation, ed. Roderick Nash (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison- 
Wesley Publishing Co., 1968, orig. 185 1): 12. 

6 2 ~ s  mentioned in Chapter Two, Nash gives the most eloquent and thorough discussion 
of the concept of wilderness to date in Wilderness and the Arnerican Mind. However, his 
argument is based on a Eurocentric perspective, and does not take into account the view of 
Native inhabitants of the '2nlderness." Instead, he tacitly defmes indigenous peoples as one 
more aspect of the wilderness experience, as much a part of the nineteenth-century North 
American wilderness as grizziy bears, the Mississippi River, and the Rocky Mountains. 

63Samuel Johnson, as cited in Nash, WiZderness and the Arnerican Mind, 3. 

uSee especiaily Gerhard Strohmeier, "Wild West Imagery: Landscape Perceptions in 
Nineteenth-Century America," in Nature and Sociey in Hlstorical Contexî, eds. M i l a s  Teich, 
Roy Porter, and Bo Gustafsson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997): 257-273. R.C. 
Simmons' me American Colonies From Settiemenf to Independence (New* York: W. W. Norton, 
and Co., 1976) is a detailed examination of the colonization of America, but the author only 
summarily mentions wildemess and exploration- The English Puritans believed that their 
resgonsibiiity was to continue to reform the church in the New World. According to one Puritan, 
who described the migration h m  Europe to North America, the religious revolution in which 
they participated had '%om the beginning ... moved from the East, towards and at Iast unto the 
West, where it is like to end," and the Puritans held that ''the Church hath none place left to flie 
into but the wildernesseYy (27). 



the wildemess was not only a very real threat to their physical survival, it was also a 

syrnbol of their Christian, spiritual stniggle against the darkness. Settling the New Worid 

was an opportunity to fshion a new Garden of Eden for the Puritans: to tame the 

wildemess was to tame symbolicaily the forces of eviL6' As Nash argues, the reaction of 

subsequent generations of European inhabitants to their New World reflected this fear of 

wild, unsettled, uncultivated country.' Clearly, people in the eighteenth century thought 

that exposure to it was not the best way to find emotional ~eiI-being.~' 

States of mind change, as do reactions to those States of mind. A change in the 

way Euro-Amencans perceived the wildemess was inevitable, for despite their culturally 

based trepidation of wild places, to encounter and to settle them was God's command to 

early settlers, not to mention an unavoidable result of a growing population." Villages 

were built, forests were cleared for farming, and what was once wilderness became settled 

town. The fuvy line separating civilization &om wildemess was pushed fbrther west, and 

people followed it, crossed it, and if ambiguously, redefmed it. As Alexis de Tocqueville 

noticed in Michigan Temtory in 183 1, the American response to the wildemess was no 

longer fear, but aggre~sion.~' The wilderness was to be transformed by fming ,  logging, 

or by some other means of commercializing it." In the early nineteenth cenniry, 

6 6 ~ s  Nash explains, the etymology of the word 'wildemess' is Gemianic, and in Old 
English was wild-deor-ness, which denoted that it was a place associated with untamed animals. 

"See especially Nash and Simmons for a thorough discussion of the issue. 

69Again, refer to Nash for his discussion of de Tocqueville's impressions of early Euro- 
American response to their envkonments. 
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American fiontiersmen rarely spoke of wildemess without employment of utilitarian terms, 

or descnbed their relationship to it without using terms such as c'conquer" and "tame." It 

was their descendants, rernoved nom eontier wildemess conditions, who began to sense 

the land's ethical values.'' 

nose  Removed From a Wildemess Condition: The Philosophers 

Romantic Philosophers 

WhiIe pioneers were leaming to tarne (rather than to be afiaid of) the wildemess, 

another change in outlook was occurring. European Romantic philosophers, most 

prominently Rousseau, were changing peoples' views about the way the world operated. 

Among the philosophies being reinterpreted was the one conceming nature. Instead of 

being the place where humankind was abandoned by God, wildemess was a place, 

philosophers remembered, that one also encountered God and angels? Edmund Burke 

turned the theory of a "bad" wildemess on its head by saying that the fear of nature 

stemrned fiom an intense exultation and delight in nature, not fiom dread or loathing." It 

was during the Romantic era that the conception of the Noble Savage became popular, 

and the New World, with al1 its wildemess and 'Woble Savages," became the focus of 

these new theories about the role of nature in society." 

nCronon, "The Trouble With W~ldemess," 73. 

"Nash argues that most of the Romantic philosophers, and their philosophies, preferred 
to remain in the city, leaving the pioneers to encounter God and the Noble Savage in the 
wilderness on their own terms. The history of lndian-White relations and the increasing efforts 



Defmed by Romantic philosophy, wilderness describcd a popular literary and 

artistic genre, particulariy in the United States. The themes articulated by artists such as 

Thomas Cole and Albert Bierstadt7', and writers such as James Fenimore Cooper, reflect 

the growing pride of people of a nation which had awe-inspiring mountains, rivers, and 

other spectacular national features. Cooper in particular popularized the distinctly 

American frontier experience, encomging many men to head West, face the elements, 

and become more "manly" through experiencing the wildemess, much like Hawkeye in 

Last of the ~ohicans." The qualities associated with being "manly" were also those of 

the good political citizen-chiefly, independent strength of mind. Indeed, by the middle 

decades of the nineteenth century, wilderness was recognized as a cultural and moral 

resource, and a source of national pride." As the historian and author James Hall said of 

American forests: pomp and pnde of the wilderness is here. Here is nature 

unspoiled, and silence undi~turbed.'"~ It was held that even if America did not have the 

cathedraIs of Europe, it had the best wilderness in the world, and America's nature, if not 

her culture, would command the world's attenti~n.'~ National pnde was being translated 

into political rhetoric. Appreciating the natural feahires of the country and being 

on behalf of the Euro-Americans to exploit al1 available resources would certaidy suppofi this 
conclusion. 

of ~ W O  particularly good examples of the romantic ideal in the art of the period, 
CoIe's Romantic h n d s ~ ( ~ p e  and Bektadt's Valley of the Yosemite, are reproduced in Figures 2 
and 3, page 126. 

''James Fenimore Cooper, nie Larl of the Mohicans (New York: Penguin Books, 1986; 
ong. 1826). 

"Nash, 67. 

78James Hall, as cited in Nash, 59. 



cornfortable in the wildemess were qualities associated with heroes in novels, and with 

good citizens. 

Good citizens were encouraged to settle even further West by the notion of 

Manifest Destiny. For example, in the 1820s, men like the aforementioned Hall were 

capable of encouraging the westward march of civiIization, while at the same tirne saying 

''1 know of notbng more splendid than a forest of the west, standing in its original 

integrity.''80 Whether people in the nineteenth century made the connection between the 

splendid forest that would be clear cut to make way for fadouses ,  fields of wheat, and 

encroaching towns, is debatable. While paradoxical for a twentieth century audience, this 

inconsistency+ncouraging development while valuing the wildemess and beauty of the 

land being developed-is understandable given the elements of Manifest Destiny. Clearly, 

while nature and wilderness were becoming increasingly valued for what they represented 

to urban-dwelling middle class Americans, those same Americans were not protecting the 

wildemess fiom rniners, lumberjacks, and ranchers moving West to claim the vast acres of 

land being offered for homesteading and mineral and resource extraction. 

Transcendentalisrn 

Romantic phiiosophers, as we have seen, changed the way people thought about 

wilderness. Wild places, formerly feared, became revered. Living close to nature 

strengthened the rnind and body, and people believed that that particular source of 

strength was essential to sustain Amencan democratic principles. Transcendentalists, 

- - 

@'As cited in Nash, 59. 
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however, did not believe that nature's role was merely political. To those philosophers, 

nature was of rnuch greater importance: it was the source of religion. n e  more "natural" 

the area in which one wandered and spent tirne, the closer one came to achieving spiritual 

guidance and wisdom. Believing that there was a parauel relationship between physical 

objects and the spinhial realm, they held that natural objects reflected universal spintual 

truth~.~' 

This belief significantly influenced the development of national pride. To 

transcendentalists, nature was the proper church in which to connect to the Divine. Trees, 

canyons, wild flowers, and other natural features were manifestations of the Almighty. 

therefore, wonhiping among them ignited the spark of divinity in man.B2 The wilder and 

less civilized the place in which one worshiped the closer one came to God. It followed 

that the more civilized an area, the less immediate was the relationship to the Divine. 

Transcendentalists recognized this s p e c t r ~ m . ~ ~  Perhaps reflecting their urban roots 

(transcendentalists were usually urban, white, educated, middle class), they decided that 

the best place, one that offered the benefits of a natural, wildemess experience and the 

cornforts of the city, was in the middle of the spectnun. This zone-the fkontier-described 

the contemporary American scene: cutting down forests to build towns in a westward 

march. Because America was creating the perfect f?ontier in which to expenence the 

Divine, transcendental philosophy blended religion with politics, encouraging a sense of 

national pride in the Amencan wilderness. As the painter George C a t h  expressed it, ''the 



fiuther we become separated fiom the pnstine wildemess and beauty, the more pleasure 

does the mind of enlightened man feel in retuming to those scenes.'" 

The belief in the sanctity of the wildemess originated, and found its greatest 

supporters, amongst urban, white, educated elites.8' People who worked the land and 

derived their living fiom it saw the wildemess differently fiom those who sojounied in it 

temporarily for a spiritual expenence. The same c m  be said of the wilderness 

preservation rnovement. It arose fiom the realization that the wildemess, valued for 

emotional and aèsthetic rea~ons,'~ was rapidly being industrialized for economic reasons. 

Those who were engaged in an industry that relied on the resources of the wildemess did 

not necessarily support the preservation movement, for that meant they would be out of a 

job." While appreciation of nahue was certainly not limited to the urban middle class, the 

movement to preserve wildemess was spearheaded and found its greatest supporters 

among their numbers. 

"Sec especially Cronon, The  Trouble With Wilderness," and Nash, Wi/demess md the 
American Mind. 

%ee Nash, 96. See also Cronon, 'The Trouble With Wildemess," and White, The New 
Western Estory and the National Parks." 

"This rem* true today: see the debates conceming the landfil1 outside Joshua Tree 
Recreation Area, the mines outside Jasper National Park, Canada, and the international dispute 
between British Columbia, Glacier Park (Canada), and rnining and logging interests. 



"Absolutely American, Absolutely Democratic " ": A N d o n  's Park 

The relationship between wilderness and national pride grew closer during the 

nineteenth century. People talked about preseming the wildemess for the benefit of 

Amencan citizens very early in that centwy. The first area to catch the attention of 

preservationists was the area now known as Yellowstone National Park. Partly because 

the area was, and is, stunningly beautiful the region captured peoples' imaginations. Just 

as important, the region exemplified the qualities increasingly associated with wildemess: it 

was on the western fkontier, inhabited by Indians, rich in scenery." Catlin, who traveled 

through the Yellowstone area in 1829, reflected what a good idea it would be to preserve 

the area, including the Indians who resided in the region, in a park: 

What a beautifil and thrilling specimen for America to preserve 
and hold up to the view of her refmed citizens and the world, in fiiture 
ages! A nation's Park, containing man and beast, in al1 the wild[ness] [sic] 
and fieshness of their nature's beauty? 

C a t h  raised a number of interesthg points about nineteenth-century perceptions 

of wildemess with this brief statement. Fust, he identified those people who would benefit 

the most fiom this "nation's Park": Arnenca's "refmed" middle and upper class citizens 

and people from other nations who could look with envy at the scenic wonders of 

America's wilderness. Second, C a t h  stated that man-referring to Native people-would 

MWdace Stegner, "The Best Idea We Ever Haci," WiZderness 46, no.160 (1 983): 4. 

q n  "The New Western History and National Parks" Richard White argues that 
wilderness needed to reflect the nineteenth-century fiontier experience of white versus Indian in 
order to quali@ as true fiontier 'tvildemess." 

Watlin, as cited in Nash, 10 1. 



be included in this park that he was imagining? Thoreau agreed with Catlin's assertion 

that presewing the wildemess was a good idea, but as we have read he went one step 

m e r  and said that preserving wildemess was essential to preserving civilization." 

Preserving wildemess in perpetuity, in a "nation's Park" which contained ek, bears, and 

Indigenous inhabitants, would be for the edification and enjoyment of "refined" citizens, 

and ultimately, for the preservation of civilization. By the 1830s preserving the wildemess 

was already taking the form of preserving the f'iontier expenence of Euro-American 

migrants. 

Preserving landscapes as nation's parks in practice, however, was not easy. When 

areas were set aside as protected lands, preserving wilderness was not even one of the 

explicit reasons. In fact, the first efforts in land preservation began when state 

governments assumed the responsibility for protecting specific areas fkom commercial 

exploitation. This is tme of Arkansas, which set aside the Arkansas Hot Springs in 1832, 

and Yellowstone National Park, which was established in 1872. Even though it was a 

federal matter nom the beginning, Yellowstone, like the state parks established before it, 

was established not to preserve wildemess, but to protect unique, specific, isolated spots 

fiom commercialization by individuals. in the case of Yellowstone, two million acres were 

set aside to protect its hot springs fiom private acquisition. 

''We are left to assume that Indians-Noble Savages-would be incorporated into a park 
because they were wild and natural representatives of the wilderness, much Iike the anbals 
C a t h  refers to in the same breath. 
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The debates which surrounded the establishment of New York's Adirondack State 

Park indicate that the rhetonc of park establishment in general was indeed concerned more 

with the protection of unique, signincant spots than it was with wildemess. In the case of 

Adirondack, it was concem for the protection of a watershed that spurred the move to set 

it aside. Regardless of the practical, economic reasons originally motivating its 

establishment, by 1894 the arguments had changed. No longer was the water source to be 

protected, but the wildemess in which the headwaters were located was to be preserved as 

well. New York had become the fvst state to preserve wildemess intentionally, albeit for 

the purpose of recreation. Seven hundred thousand acres were protected fiom 

development to protect the headwaters of the Hudson River, and the argument that the 

wildemess would be used for the recreational needs of people was drafied into Iaw." 

"Democrocy is a Forest P ~ ~ d u c t ' ' ~ ~  or The Nuttire of Politics 

While John Muir and his fellow transcendentalists argued for the preservation of 

wildemess for spintual reasons, Frederick Jackson Turner provided the environmentaIists 

with very powerful ammunition for their cause. As much as people valued nature for its 

inherent beauty, when decisions were king made about preserving or using resources in a 

rapidly developing country, economic arguments generally prevailed. As has been 

discussed above, Manifest Destiny, not transcendentalism, appealed to the majonty of 

931bid., 120-121. 

%Frederick Jackson Turner, as cited in Nash, 146. 



~mericans.~' However in 1893, when Turner delivered his speech "The Significance of 

the Frontier in American History," he made explicit the causal connection between 

wildemess experiences and the Arnerican character. Tumer argued that the frontier was a 

key element in the formation of the American character. America's history provided the 

government with a compelling reason for preserving na t~ re?~  

John Muir, perhaps more than anyone in America then and now, rneaningfblly 

articulated the idea of peoples' inherent need for wildemess. Like Thoreau and Emerson 

before hun, Muir believed that nature was the manifestation of God on earth." For Muir, 

the landscape was the source of the spirit, and the wilder the landscape, the M e r  

removed fiom man's artificial constructs, the more accessible the spirit. From the 

beginning of his career as a spokesperson for the rights of nature, Muir spoke of 

wilderness preservation for the sake of wildemess. He did not couch his argument with 

talk of wildemess recreation potential; rather, he believed that t h e  spent in the wilderness 

was a vital, essential component of humans' emotional, spiritual, and physical 

development, and that it should be preserved for its own sake. 

95See Nash, Wilderness and the American M a ;  Strohmeier, and Cronon, "The Trouble 
With Wilderness." 

%This argument is made in Richard White, "The New Western History and the National 
Parks." 

97John Muir, as cited in Nash, 124. For Muir's thoughts on wilderness, see his book Our 
National Parks (Boston and New York: The Houghton Mifflin Company, 1901). As much a 
descriptive guide designed to appeal to tourists as an explanation of why wildemess should be 
preserved, Muir's book articulates the transcendental theory that appealed to many of his 
contemporaries. 



During a time when the pressure of "making decisions about unaltered tracts of 

land forced ambivalence into d ~ g m a , " ~ ~  Muir became the steadfast protector of nature 

nom developments. His main opponent in this struggle was the director of the United 

States Forest Service, GiEord Pinchot? Explaining their differences, Muir said '%he 

existence of wildemess was simply not compatible with productive forest management."lw 

Pinchot, a c~ise-useyy or "planned development" advocate-the term one chose depended 

on which side of the preservationist debate they sat-clashed with Muir in 1897 over the 

admission of grazing sheep into federal reserves, include Yosemite National Park, the 

place undoubtedly closest to Muir's heart. From that time onwards, Muir gave his 

unreserved support to protecting national parks h m  development and private enterprise. 

Of the importance of wilderness to the human spirit, Muir said 

Tnteragency rivalry regarding recreation and the preservation of wildemess began a 
unique history at this point. Already there was tension between the agencies, as many national 
parks, including Glacier, were being created out of existing national forests. The national parks 
and the National Park Service were by law preservationist agencies, whereas the United States 
Forest Service and the national forests represented the 'fvise-use" of forest resources. Both the 
N P S  and the USFS were expenencing increases in recreational uses in the early twentieth 
centuy, and by 1929 the Forest SeMce had created 'primitive areas," lands within the national 
forests in which no development-including roads-would be undertaken, in order to 
accommodate the increase in recreational users who wanted to experience the wildemess. The 
USFS crowed over its efforts to preserve the wilderness and took the NPS to task for permitting 
road construction and hotel development in the national parks; the roles of the agencies would 
seem to have switched. (See Craig W. Allin, The Politics of WiZderness Preservation [Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1982],71). However, in 1937 it was reported that of the over 13 
million acres of primitive areas in 10 western States, degrees of logging, grazing, and roads were 
permitted in dl but 300,000 acres (Ibid., 83). In Montana, there are 3,375,699 acres set aside as 
federd wildemess areas, 99.8% of which is administered by the USFS (see USFS, "Table 7," 
1998). Undoubtedly, an examination of wildemess in national forests and wildemess areas, 
specifically the Bob Marshall and Great Bear Wildemess Areas immediately south of Glacier, 
would be an inû-iguing study, but one beyond the scope of this thesis. 

'*John Muir, as cited in Nash, 137. 



[tlhousands of tired, nerve-shaken, overcivilized people are beginning to 
fmd out that going to the mountains is going home; that wildness is a 
necessity, and that mountain parks and reserves are usefùi not only as 
fountains of timber and irrigating nvers, but as fountains of life."' 

Muir's reference to over-civilized people fleeing the cities was not exaggeration. 

Beginning in the 1 890s, the public began to defend the wildemess, and the vociferousness 

of that defense was stronger than the joy in wildemess developrnent that de Tocqueville 

had noticed in Michigan barely skty years before. lncreasing urbanization led to 

overcrowded cities, inciting the same feelings of fear and panic that the wildemess once 

had inspired. People began to develop a growing pessimisrn and a belief that the 

increasing numbers of immigrants were diluting the "Amencan strain," along with a 

distaste for civilization. Americans began to tum to their f?ontier past, to the wildemess 

experiences they believed had created the most desirable aspects of the Arnerican national 

character in their ancestors: virility, strength, and ~ a v a ~ e r y . ' ~ ~  With this kind of logic in 

defense of it, wilderness enjoyed a surge of public interest. 

Frederick Jackson Twner believed that fiontier conditions fostered individualism 

and independence.lo3 Unfominately for his generation, Turner had determined that the 

fiontier had ended in 1892: Americans had settled the nation £hm coast to coast, the free 

land the government had been dealing to homesteaders had been distributed, and there 

was no new temtory to explore. To Turner and his contemporaries, this had profound 

1°' M&, Our National Park  1. 

10%sû, 145. 

'031bid., 146. 



implications for the character of future generations of Arnericans, who therefore codd not 

participate in the character-building experience of the fiontier. 

If, as Turner argued, the fiontier was gone, people had to fmd ways to retain its 

auence .  They did so through organizations such as the Boy Scouts (which stressed îhat 

civilization led to "degeneracy"), the Boone and Crockett Club (of which George Bird 

Grinnell, "the father of Glacier National Park," was a member), and through the arts-'M In 

what is arguably the most memorable depiction of the ideal fkontier man, author Owen 

Wister created a character who represented the best elements of the American 

character-daring, possessed of endurance, and given to laughter-a character who is still 

being em~la ted . '~~  Wildemess was taking hold of the Amencan imagination like never 

before in its history. 

Legislators decided that since the fiontier was essential to the preservation of 

Amencan democracy, then the fiontier itself must be preserved. The rneans of saving the 

fiontier was through national parks, which in Nash's words were "perpetual fi~ntiers."'~~ 

President Roosevelt, who recreated the frontier life on his ranch in South Dakota, also 

urged Amencm to keep in touch with the wildemess. He personified the connections 

Americans were making between wilderness and citizenship, and was the perfect 

representative of the benefits of the fiontier wilderness to Amencan's political nature. As 

'**Owen Wister, The Virginian: A Horseman of the Plains (New York: Pocket Books, 
1977), 23. Wister's Virginian is the epitome of the Amencan cowboy, someone who, in the 
narrator's words, "srnote my Amencan heart. ..- CrJn their flesh our naturai passions ran 
tumultuous; but often in their spirit sat hidden a tme nobility, and often beneath its unexpected 
s h k g  their figures took a heroic stature" (23-24). 



Cronon has pointed out, it is no coincidence that a nurnber of national parks were 

establiçhed in the years following the publication of Frederick Jackson Turner's thesis.'07 

Despite the widespread popular suppoa for wildemess, nostalgia for a fiontier 

condition (whether real or imagined) was not strong enough to protect wildemess nom 

monied interests. In 1913, city officiais nom San Francisco proposed that the Tuolomne 

River in Yosemite's Hetch Hetchy valley be dammed to provide water for their growing 

city. It quickly became a battle between preservationists, led by Muir, and 

conservationists, headed by Pinchot. 

The rhetonc employed by the two men quickly tumed the controversy about the 

dam into a war between commercial interests and protectors of the spirit, a war many 

perceived as one pitting the forces of good and evil against each other. The animosity 

between the two men resulted in heated-and for Muir, undoubtedly heartfelt-debate, 

generating a great deal of public involvement in the issue. "Hetch Hetchy," as the matter 

came to be called, created popular support for wildemess theretofore unseen in Arnerican 

history. Despite public backing for the sanctity of Yosemite, commercial, practical 

arbouments prevailed. The bill passed the Senate on Decernber 6, 1913, and was 

subsequently signed by President Wilson. 

Preservationists had "lost the fight for Hetch Hetchy but they had won ground in 

the Iarger war for the existence of wilderne~s."~~~ Opinion was that if federally protected 

land-national parks-were Milnerable to commercial exploitation, then al1 of America's 

'07William Cronon, T h e  Trouble with Wildemess,'' 76-77. 

'O8Nash, 180. 



wildemess would inevitably be destroyed for the sake of development.lW The Hetch 

Hetchy setback demonstrated to Americans that they could not be complacent about 

wilderness protection, and that areas currently preserved by federal legislation must be 

more aggressively protected. This was the climate in which the National Park Service was 

created. 

Wildemess Management and the National Park Service 

Up until 191 6, national parks were patrolled by an assortment of soldien from the 

army, various state officiais, and others appointed to oversee the parks. Responsibility for 

national parks was shared by the departments of the Interior, War, and Agriculture. As 

the Hetch Hetchy debacle demonstrated, there was no consistent, comprehensive 

monitoring of the parks, no one to ensure systematically that the mles, such as they were, 

were being kept. The naturai monuments preserved in parks, places intended to match 

Europe's cultural and architectural achievements with Amerïcan wildemess, were being 

logged, strewn with garbage, and grazed by cattle, and no one was there to prevent it. 

Control of the national parks could not be shared effectively by three departments, 

and ever since Hetch Hetchy, wildemess advocates knew that they could not be 

complacent with any issue that threatened the integrïty of natural areas. Stephen Mather 

was arnong those who recognized that this situation had to change. Having witnessed the 

pathetic conditions at Yosemite and other parks, Mather was convinced that aggressive 

action m u t  be taken to put the national parks back on track. A successful businessman 



and "keen student of public taste,"'1° Mather was asked to take the position of Assistant to 

the Secretary of the Intenor in charge of the national parks in January 19 15 because of his 

personal cornmitment to protect the integrity and purpose of national parks."' 

Shortly after accepting his post, Mather organized a tour through the parks for a 

number of well-known individuals, including the editor of National Geographic. 

Designed to elicit Congressional fimds for park improvements, the tour attracted a great 

deal of public attention because of its hi&-profile  participant^.'^^ The tour enabled 

Mather to realize a number of objectives: fmt, he became more familiar with each 

national park and its particular requirements; second, he consolidated the favorable 

opinion of major newspapen toward parks because of the joumalists he invited to join the 

tour; and third, he put wildemess protection back in the public eye. One of the 

irnprovements that Mather quickly realized was necessary was the creation of a corps of 

professional rangers to monitor the parks. The National Park Service was created 

to promote and regulate the use of national parks and monuments, taking such 
measures as to conform to the fundamental purpose of these preserves: "to 
conserve the scenery and natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein, and 
to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner as will leave them 
unimpaired for the enjoyment of fiiture generations."ll' 

This mandate was interpreted by Mather to mean that the parks wcre to be developed to 

ensure that people enjoyed themeIves when they stayed in parks.'14 ~ a t h e r ' s  

""Roderick Nash, 'Tath to Preservation," Wilderness 48, no. 165 (1985): 6. 

'"William C. Everhart, B e  National Park Service (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 
1983): 14. 
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administration was the f ~ s t  to interpret the congressional intent of the bill creating the 

NPS; during his tenue, "appropriate development" was that which encouraged tourism, 

while reflecting and f i h g  in with the nahiral surroundings. 

Distinguishing what development administrators determined were desirable and 

which were not illustrates how wilderness was defmed-and what wilderness was used 

for-in early twentieth century America. Between 19 16 and 1929, the N P S  built 1,298 

miles of roads, 3,903 miles of trails, 1,623 miles of telephone and telegraph lines, and 

nurnerous campgrounds, office buildings, and other smictures-"% some parks, such as 

Yosemite, golf courses and race tracks were built. These faciiities were designed to atiract 

tourists to national parks. Development that supported tourïsm, regardless if it was an 18- 

hole golf course or a campground, was acceptable, but commercial activities-rnining, 

irrigation, and power plants-were not.'16 

It seems a contradiction that people would consider a golf course a welcome 

addition to a wilderness area when their intent was to conserve the "scenery." It appears 

illogical that clearing trees for eighteen holes would leave an area "unirnpaired," whereas 

an underground pipeline, hidden fiom the view of al1 but the most critical observer, would 

not. In fact, many historians have criticized Mather and the early NPS for behaving 

hypocritically and establishg a tradition of tourist-related development in federally 

protected areas, a legacy that creates problems for park managers even today."' 

However, preserving wildemess by lirniting human influence and pemitting undeveloped 
- 

llSSellars, "Manipulating Nature's Paradise," 5. 

'161bid., 6. 

l1'Sellars' article "Manipulating Nature's Paradise" offen a good discussion of this issue. 
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ecosystems to regulate themselves naturaily (as we in the late twentieth century might 

understand it) was not an explicit function of national park administration. National parks 

were created and administered to preserve remnants of the frontier in order to provide 

wilderness experiences for Americans removed by t h e ,  if not by place, fiom the frontier 

of their ancestors. 

Park wilderness experiences were rneant to mimic the experience of pioneers, yet 

be enjoyable. People who might not be able to scale mountains and ford glacier-fed rivers 

could still experience the fiontier by g o h g ,  hiking, and honeback riding in the shadow of 

a mountain, close to a world-class hotel. That same hotel might offer a night's 

entertainment of Native dancers and storytellen to m e r  recreate the frontier setting, 

aibeit in a non-confrontational manner. When national parks were established in the 

nineteenth and early twentieth century, they were not designed to preserve wilderness 

ecosystems in the absence of humans. Parks were created to preserve the frontier for the 

enjoyment of hture generations of Amencans. 

Mather, then, was fulfilling the mandate of the N P S ,  and of national parkç, by 

developing the parks for tourism. Parks were designed and rnanaged to present an 

idealized version of the ffontier to tourists: people could watch wild animab grazing in 

serene glades during the day, and retire to an elegant hotel at night. Preserving parks' 

wildlife was accomplished through what many called "façade management": the outward 

appearance, not the natural order of ecosystems, was preserved. Naturally occurring 

forest fires were suppressed, predator species were hunted to ensure hi& populations of 

ungulates (whose diets were supplemented with hay during the winter) and lakes were 
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stocked with fish, many with exotic ~pecies.' '~ In fact, Crater Lake National Park had no 

native fish species in any of its lakes until the NPS stocked them.'Ig Natives were 

relocated to reservations, and often hvited back into the park to M e r  enhance the 

fiontier experience for tourists. 

That national parks represented not only an outdated view of the fiontier but also 

an outdated approach to science was quickly becoming apparent in the f m t  two decades 

of this century. That they did not substantially change their approach to either is an 

indication that national parks were established to preserve not wildemess ecosystems, but 

an idealized, middle class Euro-American notion of the fiontier wildemess, defmed by its 

supposed role in American history. Beginning in the 1920s, natural scientists like Aldo 

Leopold and Charles Adams recommended that park management change to reflect new 

understmdings of the role of fxe and wildldle dynamics. These recornmendations fell on 

deaf ea.d20 The Ecological Society of Amenca and the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science both criticized parks for their efforts to introduce non-native 

species into parks, but these groups were ignored as well.'*' 

Aldo Leopold changed the way the nation, if not the NPS, thought about 

wilderness. Instead of seeing wildemess rnerely as a place for the re-creation of a fiontier 

condition, Leopold stressed the importance of the integrity of biological communities that 

"'~ellowstone maintained a bison ranch which supplied a number of national parks with 
the animais. See Sellars, "Maanipulating Nature's Patadise," 8-9. 

llgIbid., 9. 

I2OIbid., 1 1-12. 

I2'1bid. Also see Allin, n e  Politics of WiZderness Preservation. 
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were contained in national parks and other wildemess areas under the purview of the 

Forest Service. In the Journal of Foresby in 192 1, Leopold defined wilderness as "a 

contiouous stretch of counw preserved in its natural state, open to lawful hunting and 

fishing, big enough to absorb a 2-weeks' pack trip, and kept devoid of roads, artincial 

trails, cottages, or other works of Wildemess, for Leopold, rerninded people of 

theû relation to the n a d  world, and he made a comection between preserving 

American institutions and the ground Eom which they sprang. He wrote "is it not beside 

the point for us to be so solicitous about preserving [American] institutions without giving 

so much as a thought to preserving the environment which produced them, and which 

may now be one of our effective means of keeping them a l i ~ e . " ' ~  

Leopold's argument demonstrates how entrenched in the American psyche was 

Turner's fkontier tl~esis.''~ Leopold was able to make a case for landscapes' and biological 

organisms' rights to protection fiorn human activity, and at the same time to discuss 

humankind's need to experience that "non-human" fiontier landscape. Sellars writes: 

The vision of the American primitive scene struck close to the deepest cultural 
reasons for the very existence of the parks, beyond preservation of scenery of 
ecology-the romantic nationalism that has always underlain the public's support of 
the parks, with the remnant fkontier landscapes of high mountains and vast open 
spaces as powerful geographic symbols of national origins and national identity.'" 

'=~Ido Leopold, as cited in Nash, Wilderness, 186. 

12'See Richard White, 'The New Western History and the National Parks," for his 
discussion on how Turner's thesis became entrenched in Arnerican public history. 

'%ellars, "Science or Scenery?" 37. 



In fact, the parks would practice "façade management" until the 1960s, when the 

Leopold Report was published. The report, which recognized that people had major 

ecological impacts on parks, recommended that biological comrnunities within each park 

should be "maintained, or where necessary, recreated, as nearly as possible in the 

condition îhat prevailed when the area was f ~ s t  visited by the white man."126 Because of 

scientists like Leopold, national parks were now recognized as protectors of ecosystems, 

not just as recreation areas. Wilderness in national parks was becoming a scientific matter, 

not just a cultural one. 

IZ6lbid. At its most benign, an interpretation of that standard (the condition of the area 
when fmt visited by the white man) implies îhat 'îvhite men" despoiled environments. In fact, 
such a benign intention is unlikely, given the history of "white men" and others in discussing 
wildemess. Furthexmore, whiIe the idea behind this new policy may have been ecologically 
noble, there are problerns with this approach to park management as welI. Attempts to restore or 
to "re-create" the "pure" ecosystems that prevailed when Europeans first arrived ignores the 
impact Natives had on landscapes, including hunting, fming, and selectiveIy burning areas. It 
also asks a great deal of historians: how are we able to know what YeIlowstone Iooked like in 
1872, before all the roads, trails and hotels were constructed, let alone what it looked like in 
1800? Historical records that contain animal populations and vegetation analyses are neither 
common nor necessarily trustworthy, although the document situation varies among parks. The 
new poIicy also asked managers to manipulate ecological processes such as forest frres. The 
legacy of Yellowstone's fire of 1988 highlights the problems with both "facade management" and 
the new "re-creation" approach. By preventing f ies  to protect the vegetation-and the tourist-in 
the past, managers provided the 1988 fire with plenty of old fueI, demonstrating the dangers of 
that approach. Furthemore, asking managers to recreate the conditions that prevailed when "the 
white man" arrived once again ignores the human element. For instance, histone ecoIogical 
processes have been deterrnined in the case of fire history, and that data has been used to re- 
introduce fires in some parks. However, determining if that fire was caused by lightening or by a 
group of Shoshone hunters is another matter altogether. Which process are national park 
managers recreating-a 'haturai" fite history, or a human one? 



Conclusion 

The concept of wilderness has exerted a powerful influence in American history. 

From the early seventeenth century to the present day, Americans have held strong views 

about the purpose of wilderness. National parks are often upheld as bastions of the 

wildemess, the "greatest idea Amenca ever had."'" However, national parks were not 

established to protect and preserve wildemess landscapes, but rather to protect a white, 

urban, middle class symbolic landscape. National parks are products of a specific period 

in history when beliefs about the sanctity of wilderness, concern with the ramifications of 

unchecked commercial development, and patriotism, al1 combined to create a powerful 

movement toward the preservation of landscapes which were imbued with cultural values 

about wilderness. The fact that today national parks are believed to be the last remnants 

of the wildemess that covered North Amerka is as much a misconception as is the belief 

that national parks were remnants of the fiontier. 

Regardless, people have expected to visit national parks and experience the f?ontier 

that their forebears did. That this fiontier existed primarily in their imaginations, as 

products of legend and fiction, not kom real, historical experiences, did not matter. 

Living in frontier conditions, they believed, would enhance in them the same qualities that 

their predecessors possessed-physical, mental, moral, and spiritual strength. Exposure to 

the frontier was important to Americans, because as Turner, and later Leopold, stated, it 

was the &ontier experience that gave rise to Amencan instihitions. 

'"Sec Stegner's aaicle of the same name, previously cited. 



How does Glacier National Park reflect these beliefs? Was this why Glacier was 

established? Did people go to Glacier and experience a renewed sense of mental and 

physical vigor and patriotism? I f  so, what did they say about it? 

As we shall see, quite a lot. 



Chapter Four: A Brief History of Glacier National Park 

Introduction and Overview 

The Wildemess Act specifies that wilderness is a place as free as possible fiom 

human development, where people visit, but do not remain."* This definition of 

wildemess has been-in the past and in modem times as well-applied to national parks: 

wild, non-hurnan landscapes. However, the history of Glacier demonstrates that the area 

is a profoundly human landscape, one that has been mined, logged, hunted, and paved 

extensively. Despite this record of human activity, Glacier is, in the minds of rnost of 

those who consider the matter, one of the wildest places in Arnerica. 

The history of human involvement with the environment of Glacier National Park 

is long and varied in intensity. Of al1 the indigenous groups that were in the area at 

European contact, the Kutenai and Piegan maintained the longest presence in the region 

'28"~efinition of Wilderness," n e  Wilderness Act of 1964, Public Law 577-88. Also see 
Howard Zahniser, "Wilderness Forever," in Wilderness: America 's Living Heritage, ed. David 
Brower, (San Francisco: Sierra Club, 196 1): 155- 162. Zahniser was the pnrnary author of the 
Wilderness Bill which was passcd by Congress in 1964. The WiZderness Act, articulated around 
thirty years after the period with which this study deais, incorporates these themes: 

(c) A wildemess, in contrast with those areas where man and his o\m works 
dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth and its 
community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who 
does not remain. An area of wildemess is M e r  defmed to mean in this Act an 
area of undeveloped F e d d  land retaining its primevai character and influence, 
without permanent improvernents or human habitation, which is protected and 
managed so as to preserve its natural condition and which (1) generally appears 
to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's 
work substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities for solitude 
or a primitive and unconfuied type of recreation; (3) has at least five thousand 
acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation and 
use in an unimpaked condition; and (4) may also contain ecological, or other 
features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value. 
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that is now the Park; their stories speak of land use and resource exploitation specific to 

the area. European fur traders and explorers are assumed to have been in the area as early 

as 1772 and to have constnicted trading posts by the end of the eighteenth century. 

Although permanent settlement did not immediately follow Lewis and Clark's 

r e m  to the East in 1806, their expedition marked the end of the domination that the 

Blackfeet had begun to exercise over the plains immediately adjacent to the area, and the 

beginning of serious European occupation of the region. As the fur industry slumped 

during the 1850s, precious metals and boundary disputes with Canada surpassed furs as 

the major draw to northwest Montana. Interest in the area was M e r  piqued by the 

discovery of oil and natural gas in 189 1. At the same tirne that these resources drew 

people to the region, the scenery attracted many who valued the area's spectacular 

landscape. By 1902 it had become apparent that the limited extent of oil and gas 

resources rendered them worthless to exploit, and a lobby to preserve this area as a 

national park gained momenhun. 

One of the main types of land exploitation in GNP has been trail and road 

construction. From the tirne of its enacting Iegislation and initial appropriations, 

accessibility has been a major concem of those involved with operating and visiting the 

park. Concems first with attracting people to Glacier, and secondarily with their mobility 

once within the park's boundaries, have been the focus of debate in a nurnber of issues: 

appropriations from Washington, the rote of private corporations in public lands, the 

regulation of wildlife, and controversial wildlife-human interactions. Other modifications 

to the environment of GNP have corne in the form of building and campsite construction, 
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introduction of exotic flora and fauna, elimination of indigenous species (both human and 

non-human), and fire management. 

Human manipulation of the landscape now designated as GNP has taken many 

forms, changing drastically in intensity and scope during the past two hundred years. 

Perhaps the most varied (and momentous) of these modifications have taken place during 

the last one hundred. The 1890s witnessed both a desire on the one hand to exploit this 

area's natural resources, and a growing conviction that this unique and hgi le  ecosystem 

be protected. The dominant force within this dynamic-the urge to exploit and preserve-is 

inherently related to society's attitudes about land use, and a study of this dynamic 

enhances our understanding of historic modifications made on the landscape. Past human 

use and historie perception of the landscape of Glacier illuminates our understanding of 

the historic dynamic between exploitation and preservation. It also reveals contemporary 

thought about wildemess. 

This discussion hims on expressing two sets of relationships. The fust is human 

defmition of landscape relative to human action affecting landscape. The second 

relationship is between human agency and the landscape itself, in a place where human 

agency or the lack of it contribute to the definition of the place. With specific reference to 

the Glacier National Park area, those relationships are best illurninated by providing 

specific descriptions of human actions, over t h e ,  in the area. More directly, a definition 

as 4kildemess" suggests minimum human agency: the question, how much of a wilderness 

can Glacier Park bey has to be addressed with a descriptive examination of human agency 

in the area. 



Pre-contact Hurnan Habitation In GNP 

Humam have been active in the land that is now GNP at least since the end of the 

1st ice age'29, so if the area is "'wildemess" it is a kind of wildemess that has been the 

setting for human activity for the last 10,000 year~."~ Until recently there has been quite a 

bit more archaeological description about land use immediately outside the present park 

(e-g., Waterton National Park, Crowsnest Pas, the northern plains) than about sites in the 

park, proper, but the early 1990s saw an increase in site assessrnent and archaeological 

field work in GNP? There is a well established sequence of tool traditions in the area 

immediately north and east of the park, that demonstrates continuity with the neighboring 

plains and mountain plateau areas during the p s t  8,000 year~,'~' and a fairly well- 

documented archaeological and geological record for the Columbia watershed that 

includes the West side of the park 

12'Barbara Huck and Doug Whiteway, In Search of Ancient Alberta (Winnipeg: 
Heartland Publications, 1998). 

'3%uck and Whiteway; see also Parks Canada, "Chap~er 1 1 : Human History," Waterton 
Resowce Guide (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1997): I 1.1 - 1 1.20. 

I3'See, for example, the reports on archaeological fieldwork in Glacier National Park 
during the 1993, 1994, and 1995 seasons, and presented with limited distribution by the National 
Park Service office in Denver during 1995,1996, and 1997. The thtee reports, in several 
voiumes, are cited individually or collectively in the bibliogmphy by their authors, Kenneth W. 
Karsmizki, B.O.K. Reeves, and Mark Shortt. 

'"See, for example, Margaret Kennedy, Thayer Smith, and B.O. K. Reeves, Final 
Reprr ,  Conservation Excavations DjPq-1: An 8000year record of h m a n  occupation in the 
Crowsnest Pass, B.C., in two volumes (Calgary: Lifeways of Canada, Ltd., Calgary, Alberta, 
1982); and B.O.K. Reeves,Oldman River Dam Phase 11 Archaeological and Historical 
Resources Inventory and Assessment. Volume II.- Prehistoric Sites (Calgary: Li feways of 
Canada, 1986) as well as a large corpus of archaeological literature concerning the Northem 
Plains. 



A wealth of ethnographic and historical information about the major groups in this 

area was produced when the Salish, Kutenai, Kalispel Pend d'oreille, and Blackfeet 

tribes brought suit against the United States in the early 1950s for equitable compensation 

for ceded land, and commissioned authoritative reports on tribal histories, with specifc 

reference to the groups' affiliation with land. In 1974 Garland Publishing made the most 

important of those reports available in a series of reprints. Paul C. Phillips documented a 

history of the two main western groups in the area, the Salish and Kutenai,13-' and Stuart 

A. Chalfant focused upon the Kalispel, many of whom joined with the Salish and Kutenai 

d u ~ g  the nineteenth century, and who, according to most nineteenth-century European 

descriptions of Indian territoss seem to have been situated closest of al1 the groups to the 

western dopes of GNP."' In another work, Chalfant focused specifically on the issue of 

aboriginal territoriality for al1 three groups.'" 

"'Paul C. Phillips, "History of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the 
FIathead Resentation," in Interior Salish and Eastern Washington Indium, Vulwne IV, by E .  O.  
Fuller, S. A. Chalfant, and P. C. Phillips, Garland Arnerican Indian Ethnohistory Senes: Indians 
of the Northwest (1952; r e p ~ t  of Indian Claims Commission Docket No. 6 1, Petitioner's Exhibit 
1, New York and London: Garland Publishing Inc., 1974): 233-306. 

IYStuart A. Chalfant, "Aboriginal Temtory of the Kalispel Indians," in Interior SaZish 
and Eastern Washington Indiam, Voltune IIi; by E. O. Fuller, S. A. Chalfmt, and P. C.  PhiIIips, 
Garland American Indian Ethnohistory Series: Indians of the Northwest (1952; reprint of a report 
based on ethno-historic research and field inquiry in reference to the Kalispel Tribe of Indians v. 
The United States, Docket No. 94, before the hdian Claims Commission, New York and 
London: Garland Publishing Inc., 1974): 169-232, 

'35Stuart A. Chalfant, "Aboriginal Territories of the Flathead, Pend d'Oreille, and 
Kutemi Indians of Western Montana" in Interior SaZish and Eastern Wmhington Indiam, 
Volme II, by S.A.  Chalfant, C. Malouf, and M.G. Burlingame, Garland Arnerican lndian 
Ethnohistory Series: Indians of the Northwest (1952; reprint of a report to Indian Claims 
Commission, The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tnbes of the Flathead Reservation, 
Montana v. The United States of America, New York and London: Gariand Publishing Inc., 
1974): 25-1 16. 



Figure 4 on page 127 compares the general locations of those aboriginal groups 

who had some interest in the GNP area during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth 

centuries. The tribal group that appears to have the Iongest association wiîh the GNP area 

.is the K ~ t e n a i - ' ~ ~  Their ancient territory extended f?om what is now southeastern British 

Columbia, northward dong die Rocky Mountain area-and penodically onto the plains-of 

Alberta, easîward into the foothills and plains of Montana and Southern Alberta, west 

toward what is now fa .  northern Idaho, and south to the Flathead Lake area of Montana. 

Descriptions of the& tenitory during the nineteenth century show it becorning much 

smaller during that century, though the center remained at Tobacco Plains, near present- 

day Eureka, Montana. Their association with the area goes back several hundred years at 

least, and probably thousands.13' Before the reintroduction of the horse to that area in the 

early eighteenth cenhiry, the entire eastem area of the park and the adjacent plains-usually 

associated with the South Piegan in histone times-was likely inhabited by a division of the 

Kutenai called by Tumey-High the "Tunaxe," or "Tunahe," and there may have been a 

division of the Salish (i.e., Flathead) people called by that sarne name who lived in the 

lMSee Chalfant and Phillips, cited above, as well as  the work by E.O. Fuller, "The 
Confederated Salish and Kutenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation," in lnterior Salish and 
Emern Washington Indians, Volwne III. by E. O. Fuller, S. A. Chalfmt, and P. C. Phillips, 
Garland Arnerican Indian Ethnohistory Series: Indians of the Northwest (1952; reprint of Report 
to Indian Claims Commission in Re The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead 
Reservation, Montana v. The United States of Arnerica, New York and London: Garland 
Publishing Inc. 1974): 25- 168; Harry Holbert Turney-High, Ethnography of the Kutenai. 
Memoirs of the Arnerican Anthropological Association, No. 56 (Menasha, Wisconsin: American 
Anthropological Association, 194 1); Hamy Holbert Turney-High, The Flathead Indians of 
Montana, Memoirs of the American Anthropological Association, SuppIement 48, Vol. 34, No. 
4 (Menasha, Wisconsin: Amencan Anthropological Association, 1937); James A. Teit, m e  
SaZUhan Tribes of the Western Plateau, Forty-Fifth Annual Repoa of the Bureau of Amencan 
Ethnology. (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of American Ethnology, 1927- 1928). 

13'Parks Canada, 'Thman History," 1 1.1. 



area. Or it may have been that the term was given to Salish people who lived with that 

division of the Kutenai. Pend d'Oreille and Kalispel Indians"' were on the West slope and 

in fact rnixed with the  ute en ai.'^^ Sorne Kutenai seem to have remained on the east side 

of the Rockies and on the plains al1 year, and some Kutenai and Salish came nom west of 

the divide onto the river valleys of the plains southeast of GNP only during the winter. 

Before white contact, the east slope and plains areas saw use as weU by the Salish, 

Pend d'Oreille, and Kalispel; occasionally by Nez Perce and Coeur d' Alene, £kom M e r  

west; more than occasionally by Piegan fiom the northeast; and even by the Shoshoni, 

who occupied an area immediately south of the Salish. The "Tunaxe," who had sorne 

centrality of place in the park area and east, were decimated by disease in the early 

eighteenth century, with remnants withdrawing westward as the Piegan extended their 

domain south. Parks Canada's sumrnaq places '?he ancestors of the Piikani" (Piegan) in 

the Waterton area at l e s t  by 3,000 years ago,140 but Ewers says that the South Piegan 

extended as far south as north central Montana only in the early part of the eighteenth 

century."l 

'38Several classifications regard the Kdispel as a sub-group of the Pend d'oreilles; 
several do not. 

'39Chalfant, Aboriginal, 35, referring to Teit's discussion of the "Tonaxa." 

'Tarks Canada, "Human History," 1 1.2; their authority appears to be a 1997 personal 
communication with Professor Bnan O.K. Reeves, who is the most wideiy known and published 
archaeologist in this area. 

I4'John C. Ewers, Ethnological report on the Blacyoof and Gros Ventre Tribes of 
Indiam Lands in Northern Montana, ed, David Agee Horr; intros. Ralph A. Barney and Robert 
Mamers, (1952; reprint of report, Docket No. 279-A, Indian Claims Commission, Garland 
American Indian Ethnology Series, ed. David Agee Horr, (1952; New York and London: Garland 
Publishing hc., 1974): 23-202. 



Claims to Land Around Glacier, Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 

GNP includes two clearly dernarcated natural boundaries, the Continental Divide 

at the crest of the Rockies, and the eastem edge of the Rockies where there is a ciramatic 

change corn mountain terrain to the Great Plains. Ethnologists and early travelers 

appeared to think of those natural boundaries as rnarking the limits of cultural areas which 

had distinct cultural traditions and histories: as natural boundaries they were 

convenient-and so apparently reasonable-for marking the b i t s  of a people's temtory. 

However apparently reasonable, such demarcation does not fit with prehistoric or 

historical description of Indian land use. In the establishment of European claims to land 

and in the ascription of interest in land to Indian people (Le., in ethnology and in the 

making of treaties), Europeans have demarcated political and legal boundaries along both 

of the north-south iines provided by the Divide and the mountain-plains transition. Indian 

history of the place gives those "natural" boundaries much less importance in description 

of affiliation with land. 

Groups of South Piegan challenged exclusive Kutenai and Salish control of the 

eastem slopes and adjacent plains during the eighteenth century: smallpox epidemics in the 

1730s and 1780s probably contributed to the movement of South Piegan southward firom 

the center of BIackfoot domain in the South Saskatchewan watershed, and to the relative 

depopulation of the area when smallpox decimated the Tunaxe. The horse was 

reintroduced to the area early in the eighteenth century by the Shoshoni, eom west and 

south of the Rockies, and so Salish people had horses before the Piegan did. The horse 

dramatically changed seasonal economic patterns for the Salish fmt-perhaps not so much 



for the Kutenai-then for the South Piegan and other Blackfeet. The balance of power 

between the Indian groups in the area was m e r  upset when the Blackfeet were the fmt 

to acquire freanns fkom Cree and Assiniboine people to the northeast. Old territories and 

old relationships changed and changed again. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, Europeans conceived of aboriginal 

temtories bounded generally by the continental divide (at least according to maps and 

travelers' accounts): Blackfeet (South Piegan) were thought to control the eastem slope of 

park country and the Salishan groups (Salish, Kalispel, Pend d'Oreilles) and Kutenai 

controlled the western slope. In fact, there appears to have been joint use amongst the 

tribes, with a kind of tacit recognition of the centrality of the Kalispel on the west slope, 

and the Kutenai-the Tunaxe group, especially-and their affiliates in the northern and 

eastem areas immediately around GNP. '~~  

European and Euro-American Definition of the Land in the Nineteenth Century 

Effective control of the area by the United States did not corne about until around 

ten years after the Stevens Treaties of 1855143 were negotiated, or arguably, until the 

disappearance of the buffalo in the 1880s. Clairns by Europeans and Americans predated 

that control by many years, and it is interesting to note the chronology of change in the 

way Europeans defmed the temtories they claitned. The area that is now GNP was on 

ld2A few authorities note that one line of Kutenai defense against the Piegan was the 
waming to them that Logan Pass was haunted. 

"3Figure 5 on page 128 demonstrates the boundaries of the land ceded by Western 
Montana Indians in the first Treaty of 1855, as well as other land cessions and reservations that 
affected the GNP area during the nineteenth century. 
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two major boundaries of European definition-a north and south boundaxy that marked the 

northwest extremity of the Louisiana Purchase dong a naîural boundary, the continental 

divide, and an abstract east-west boundary between land claimed by Americans to the 

south and by the British to the North. 

The West dope of the park was included in the initial defuiition of Oregon 

Country, jointly administered by Britain and the United States until 1846 when the present 

northem boundaq between British North America and the United States was established 

by extending the 18 18 line, the 49& parallel, west of the divide. The West side of the park 

became the extreme northeast corner of Oregon Temtory in 1848, with a narne change to 

Washington Temtory in 1853 when the present boundaries of Oregon were set. 

The east side of the park was the far northwest corner of Louisiana as it was 

defmed in the purchase of the temtory by the US fiom France in 1803, France having 

previously alienated the territorial daim fiorn Spain. The park's east side became part of 

Missouri Temtory in 18 12, and its noahem boundary was established in 1 8 18 as the 

border between the United States and British country. The eastern park area was 

subsequently described as part of ccunorganized temtory," but in 1854 it was included as 

the northwest extremity of "Nebraska Temtory." 

In1 864 the present boundaries of the State of Montana were defmed as Montana 

Temtory by joining two sections of Washington and Nebraska temtones, and the park 

area was no longer on an east-west border. Montana was adrnitted as a state, with the 

same boundaries, in 1889. 



Eighteenth Century Exploration and The Early Fur Trade 

The fur trade has been said to be of only "incidental" significance to the Glacier 

area.'" While fur-bearing animals were being trapped and sent eastward through 

established posts in adjacent regions, northwestem Montana seems to have been avoided 

by people intent on making quick trips to and fiom the east. The historical record does 

include evidence of men who approached Glacier; Anthony Henday, f i l i a t ed  with the 

Hudson's Bay Company, was probably the fmt European to corne anywhere near the area 

when he spent the winter of 1754-55 with the Blackfeet around the Bow, Red Deer, and 

South Saskatchewan Rivers in ~1berta.l~'  Henday's experience prompted other fur trade 

companies to send men to explore the region; by 1773 Cumberland House on the 

Saskatchewan had been e~tablished.'"~ Thirteen years later, in 1786, an unknown man 

(identified only as "Mr. M.") reportedly camped by the headwaters of the Missouri River 

(near present day Thtee ~orks"', t ont ana).'^^ While there is a great deal of controversy 

concerning "Mr. M's" c l a h  that his brigade's attempt to cross the Rockies was thwarted 

by hostile Indians, îhe details provided in recounting the trip have led historias to 

conclude that "Mr. M." was most likely the fust European to approach what is now GNP 

laRaIph R. Beals, "Earliest Glacier: A By-Passed Beaver Bon-" in Glorious 
Glacier: ï?ze EurZy History of Glacier National Park (Helena, Montana: Montana Historical 
Society, 1960): 2. 

I4'Three Forks and other fiequently cited locations in Montana are represented on the 
map in Figure 6 on page 129. 
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via the Marias River, his trip predating the Lewis and Clark expedition by at least fifteen 

y e a r ~ . ' ~ ~  

David Thompson skirted the Glacier area when he journeyed along the Columbia 

River. In 1794, he s w e y e d  and traded among the Mandan along the Missouri, where he 

learned that fiee traders, outfitted by the HBC, had been trading for years. By 18 10, 

severai posts had been established among the Kalispel, Couer dYAlene, and Salish Indians, 

and traders were becoming increasingly involved with the Natives. White men began 

participating in buffalo hunts and warfare, especially among the Salish and Piegan. 

Notable battle sites include Marias Pass and Cutbank Pa~s . '~ '  

The Nineteenth Century: Trade and Exploration 

As de Tocqueville had noticed in Michigan Temtory, Amencans of the early 

nineteenth century were seekhg new places in which to comrnercialize wildemess 

resources. The frst decades of the nineteenth century saw increasing activity and 

settlement in Montana, as is evidenced by the construction of many fur trade posts. In 

addition to these posts, by 18 16 the fust recorded white settler of Glacier National Park, 

Hugh Monroe, took up residence in the park.lS1 The fust Fort Benton was established at 

the junction of the Yellowstone and Big Hom Rivers by the Astorians in 182 1. The 

following year, the Rocky Mountain Fur Company opened a post at the mouth of the 

1 5 1 ~ g . e s  Lauî, Enchunted T'ails of Glacier Nutienal Park (New York: Robert M. 
McBride and Co., 1926), 24. 



Yellowstone. By 183 1, trading relations were solidified with the Blackfeet, with the 

assistance of Monroe, and Fort Piegan was constmcted. The fort was rebuilt the next 

year, renamed Fort McKenzie, and its inhabitants mediated activities between residents of 

the Glacier area and the ~lackfeet. '" The year 1832 also saw the f m  steamboat make its 

way up to Fort Union at the mouth of Yellowstone. Father DeSmet began his Life with the 

Salish during the 1840s and Foa Benton-along the Missouri-waç built in 1846. By the 

rniddle of the nineteenth century, Americans in ever-increasing numbers were begiming to 

recognize the value of Montana's rich fûrs and agricultural lands. 

The treaty process through which the Blackfeet came to be associated with the 

Glacier area began at this time. A treaty negotiated at Fort Laramie, far to the south, in 

185 1, involved the Indians of the Glacier area, though they were not represented there. 

As Ewen says "although the Blackfeet and Gros Ventre were not a party to this treaty, a 

portion of their lands were defmed in the treat~.""~ By ascribing to the Blackfeet and 

Gros Ventre a large area in Montana north of the Missouri, and by describing the western 

boundary of Blackfeet temtory as being the Rocky Mountains, the Amencan negotiators 

assigned a kind of exclusive interest to the Blackfeet in what became the eastem half of 

GNP."~ None of the Salish, Pend d'oreille, or Kutenai who had been in that area east of 

the divide were party to the Fort Laramie treaty either, though the instrument seemed 

L5?Beals, 5. Apparently, the BIackfeet had been told that the foa was a permanent one, 
but when the post closed for the winter they assurned it was for good, and bunied it down to 
express their disgust-hence the reconstruction (and renaming) the folowing year. 

Is3Ewers, m e  Blacyèet and Gros Ventre. 

IYFather DeSmet's map of Indian bands and territories, which he prepared for that round 
of treaty negotiations, appears to have made no such exclusive assignment. 
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summarily to attempt to exclude them fiom land in which at least the Kutenai, and most 

likely the Salish, had had primaxy interest for centuries. 

James Doty, a member of the earliest raihoad survey party led by Washington 

Territory Governor 1.1. Stevens in 1853, wrote extensively about the region. He was 

commissioned by Stevens to describe Indian territories, and to tell which groups inhabited 

which areas. By 1855 Stevens was prepared to negotiate two treaties with Indians of the 

noaheastern quadrant of Washington temtory, as well as with the Blackfeet to the east. 

One of the motivations for Salish participation was said to be their desire to see an end to 

Blackfeet aggression across the passes into the westem valleys. The Stevens Treaty of 

July 1 6, 1 855, negotiated at Hel1 Gate, Montana, saw the Flathead (Le., Salish), Pend 

d'Oreille, Kalispel, and Kutenai Indians cede a large portion of land that included what is 

now the part of GNP that is West of the continental divide. A reservation (called the 

"Jocko" reservation) was a few miles south of the eventual southwestern border of GNP. 

In another 1855 treaty, this one Stevens negotiated with the Blackfeet, there was no 

cession of land by the Blackfeet but there was an assignrnent of tribes east of the 

continental divide to specific areas. A common hunthg ground to the south of Blackfeet 

temtory was to be shared by a number of tribes, including those on the Jocko reservation, 

though there was to be no permanent settlement by Indians in the area.15* 
\ 

The western trîbes (the three Salishan groups and Kutenai) disputed their exclusion 

from crossing the mountains in the northernmost part of Montana, and thei  claim, based 



on antiquity, was not challenged by the Blackfeet. In practice, those western groups 

continued to use the putatively Blackfoot country. 

The Palliser Expedition passed through the park area in 1857-58, rnaking valuable 

comments about the geology of the area. Archibald Campbell led the Northwest 

Boundary Survey, which began in 186 1 .IS6 The party built a station in the north end of 

the park upon reaching the Continental Divide. The crew that surveyed nom east to west, 

Ied by a Captain Ames, was a comprehensive mapping and scientific expedition. This 

international boundary s w e y  was complete in 1872. By 1874, three new posts (Whoop- 

Up, Stand-off, and Pincher Creek) had been established in Blackfeet temtory. 

The pressure for containment of Indians and for American control of land 

increased with the discovery of gold in Montana in 1862, and there was a relatively large 

increase in the non-Indian population of the territory during that decade. It is certainly fair 

to Say that the decades of the 1860s and 1870s were yean of conflict and violence 

between Blackfeet and whites. Attempts to negotiate new treaties with the Blackfeet failed 

(Le., they were not ratified), and the southem part of Blackfeet Reservation was moved 

north by executive order in 1874, with considerable loss of territory The end of the 

1870s and the 1880s were desperate times for the Blackfeet. The slaughter of the buffalo, 

and their disappearance in the late 1880s, had grave repercussions for them. 

The Pace of activity in and around Glacier increased during the 1880s, perhaps as 

a result of the increased interest in the northem mountains caused by Yellowstone 

'%Donald H. Robinson, as edited by Harry R Robinson, "Move Toward Parkhood," in 
Glorious Glacier: The Early History of Glacier National Park (Helena, Montana: Montana 
Historicd Society, 1960): 1 1. 



National Park's establishment in 1872. Raphael Pumpelly, an eastern scientist and 

teacher, made two separate attempts to cross the Continental Divide (once in 1882 and 

again in 1883) via Cutbank Pass; on his second attempt he approached and named 

Blackfoot Glacier. George Bird Grinnell fmt began exploring the Glacier area in 1885, a 

venture he wouId repeat annually. He spent most of his time in the Swificurrent Valley, 

traveling with the local explorer and author, James Willard Schultz. 

There were two military expeditions through Glacier in the 1880s. The first one 

took place in 1886 and was led by Lieutenant S.R. Robertson. This reconnaissance 

mission produced a map of the temtory fkom Ft. Assiniboine to die St. Mary River. The 

second expedition, under the command of Lieutenant George P. .4hem (of Ahem Pass) 

was an exploratory mission of the mountains along the Canadian border.lS7 

By the end of the 1880s, the Glacier area was well know to white travelers. It had 

been explored and hunted for at least one hundred years. It had been surveyed and 

partially mapped by independent fur traders and explores as well as by the military and by 

organized fur trading companies. Railroad companies were laying track ctoser and closer 

to the mountains: the Canadian Northem Railroad reached Calgary in 1885, and in 1 8 89, 

the Great Northem (or Montana Central as it was then called) had a line fiom Butte to 

Helena. It would only be a matter of tirne before white people and industry infiltrated the 

mountains themselves. 



The 1890s: Exploitation and Preservation, Part 1 

At the close of the nineteenth century, Yellowstone was a popular destination for 

those who wished to explore the natural wonders of breathtaking waterfalls, spectacular 

mountains, and amazing geysers. Closer to Glacier, however, visitors were more 

interested in natural resources, not wonders. Beginning in the 1880s' northwestem 

Montana's wildlife, timber, rninerals, agricultural land, and other resources were being 

promoted nationwide. Lands belonging by treaty to the Blackfeet and the mountains of 

Glacier were not immune fkom this interest. The transactions that occurred over the 

distribution and exploitation of these resources indicate the lengths to which the 

govemment was willing to go in order to see these resources developed. The subsequent 

development of those resources demonstrate ways in which Glacier's "wilderness" was 

compromised. 

In 1889, oil was discovered in the North Fork ~ a l l e y ' ~ *  at Kintla Lake.'" William 

Morse, who had been traveling through the region, bottled some of the oil and brought it 

to the attention of the people living in the area, but his efforts did not generate much 

interest. Morse was not the fmt person to see the oil's potential use: an anonymous 

Canadian had been refuùng Kintla oil and using it to light his house prier to Morse's 

popularization of the resource. These are the f ~ s t  two men to make mention of the oil 

seeps; unquestionably, the Blackfeet, Kutenai, and Salish knew of them, and we can 

assume that the military expeditions, boundary survey parties, and the individual hunters 

Is8The relief map in Figure 7 on page 130 notes the location of the North Fork Valley, 
Kintla Lake, and other significant local features of the GMP area. 

' * ~ u l l  discussion in Jerome DeSanto, "Drilli~~g,'~ 6. 



and trappen that lived and worked in Glacier were also aware of the oil's existence. 

Curiously, however, it was not discussed by any of these groups, and only brought to 

popular attention by Morse. 

The Great Northern Railroad was getting closer to the Flathead Valley in 189 1. 

With the railroad came huge construction crews and a Stream of prospecton, huntes, 

smugglen, and horse thieves.la Knowledge about the area increased with the burgeoning 

human activity and by August, 1891 one newspaper enthusiastically reported that the 

North Fork had cccoal, timber, oil, and the richest agricultural land in  onta ana."'^' 

The "discove@' of the oil seeps was highlighted by the discovery of copper in 

1892 at the head of Quartz Creek in the eastem foothills of the R~ck ies . ' ~~  At the time 

this land was on the reservation that had been assigned the Blackfeet in 1874. (The area is 

indicated in Figure 5 on page 128.) George Bird Grinnell, who even at this early date had 

spent a great deal of time in the area, negotiated with the Blackfeet for the sale of this land 

to Congress for $1 -5 million, though the tribal governrnent had asked for $3 million. The 

Indian Agent for the Blackfeet, George Steell, %ho," wrote John Ewers in describing the 

deal "had known the South Piegan for some 40 years," said in his report for 1893 that 

the western border of this reservation is the summit of the Rocky Mountains. 
Eastward fkom the summit for an average distance of 20 miles the country is very 
mountainous and broken, and totally unfit for grazing or agriculture. It is of no 
use to the Indians, as they do not even hunt the game it contains. This section is 
said to contain considerable minera1 [sic], and 1 am constantly having trouble with 
the whites, who are persistently prospecting it. ... 1 suggest that a sîrip of the 

lafiid The author also mentions "scores of  Chinamen" who entered the Vdley using 
old Indian trails, reportedly bringing opium with them for the railroad construction crews (26). 

16'CoZmbian, October 8, 189 1, as cited in DeSanto, 'Drilling," 27. 



western border of the reservation, at least 20 miles in width, be sold and the 
proceeds be placed to the credit of the Indians as an additional fund for their 
support and maintenance.163 

There appeared to be widespread approval in the tribe for the sale (though not for the low 

offered price). The area included what is now GNP east of the divide (i.e., that part of the 

former reservation fiom the continental divide eastward), to the foot of the mountains 

(Le., fkom the headwaters of Birch Creek northward to the international border). Two of 

the reasons given for disposing of it were first, that no one was living there at the tirne, nor 

ushg it; and second, the tribe desperately needed money for subsistence. The sale was 

approved by 306 of the 38 1 male population of the reservation.lM 

Immediately afler the deal went through in 1896, a nurnber of miners illegally 

staked clairns. Many of those miners were caught and arrested (sometimes being taken 

back across the Canadian border). The land was fmaiiy opened to a flood of miners in 

1898 and over 2000 claims were staked within the park boundaries alone, shah  fiom 

which dot the landscape today.I6' By 190 1, most miners realized that there was not 

enough gold, silver, or copper from which to profit; in 1902, most clairns were 

abandoned, and the boom towns that were built around them, like AItyn and St. Mary, 

were quiet. This experience mirrored events in the oïl industry. 

Two prospectors and trappers were especially interested in the Kintla seeps, Alph 

Shipley and Fred Bowman. Bowrnan (of Bowman Lake) and three other Columbia Falls 

'"George Steell, "Annual Report Comm. Ind. M., 1893, 172-173, as quoted in John C. 
Ewers, 135. 

l6'Jack Holterrnan, Place Names of Glacier and Waterton National Parh (West Glacier, 
Montana: GIacier National History Association, 1985): 4. 
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residents spent a week and a half in the North Fork Valley and found oil "of an unusually 

pure kind" near the Canadian Iine on July 2, 1892.166 They also found a natural gas leak, 

which, when ignited burned eighteen inches high al1 night.16' Alph Shipley and four 

Themault brothers went to Kintla Lake fiom Tobacco Plains, via the Grave Creek, 

Yakinikinak, and North Fork t r a i l ~ . ' ~ ~  They filed the first oil daim in Montana on July 10, 

1892, in Missoula, even though Bowman's group evidently discovered their oil seep 

tïrst. 169 

This initial oil fervor was dampened by the econornic downtum which the nation 

experienced in 1893. The lack of capital investment forced Shipley, Bowman, and other 

small oilmen in North Fork Valley to give up on their clairns and the situation remained 

static until the turn of the century. On December 28,1900, John Bender of the Butte Oil 

Company (BOC) filed articles of incorporation on the Kintla Lake ~eeps.' '~ 

Exploitation and Preservation Part II: The 1900s 

Soon after the New Year, 190 1, the BOC's capital stock was set and the Company 

filed on thirty-three quarter sections near Kintla Lake.171 One of the oïl company's frst 

l6'lbid., 27. Shipley and the Therriaults had heard about the oil fields in a story so 
strange it couid be a rurai legend: bear hunters fiom the Kintla drainage, which at the t h e  
boasted a high bear population, consistently brought in bear hides that smelled of kerosene. 
Trappers tracked the scent to its source, a wallow the bears used by Kintla Lake. 



actions was to improve access to the oiI seeps, which meant improving the trail from 

Belton and extending the existing wagon road fiom Camas Creek to the lake.IR By the 

end of August 1901 the fifty-two mile road fkom Belton was complete and the BOC was 

awaiting the anival of the drilling equipment. By this point, other investors were touring 

the area, looking for oppomuiities to get into the Kintla Lake area; one oil expert predicted 

annual revenues fkom the field to exceed $30 million.173 The BOC built an eighty-foot 

derrick at the foot of the lake, and planned to build a sawmill at the head of the lake for 

building cabins and additional derricks. It took them almost four weeks to haul the 

machinery up the new road, using five four-horse teams. 

Despite warnings fkom geologists, who were surveying and mapping the area for 

the United States Geological Survey, that any oil in the Kintla area would be extremely 

deep and that the chances of recovering any worthwhile amount of oil were slim, the BOC 

proceeded with their plans.174 At the end of December, 190 1, the BOC7s drill at the Lake 

had cut to a depth of 225 feet and Bender predicted in January of 1902 that the well 

IRlbid, 30. According to DeSanto, there were a number of ways to get to Kintla Lake, 
depending on the direction fkom which one was traveling. From Tobacco Plains (present day 
Eureka), one could use the Kootenai Trail over the Whitefish Range. From Kalispel, people used 
'%e of d Indian trail" (or "coai trail") dong the West side of the North Fork. If one came to the 
area via the Great Northem, which followed the present day southem boundary of the park and 
stopped in Belton, one took the wagon road to Carnas Creek. By the time the BOC built the 
extension on the Cmas Creek road, a few settlers, including the famous "Uncle Jeff," had 
already established homesteads. This road is now called the North Fork Truck Trail or the 
"inside road." 

lnIbid-, 26. The Flathead Oil Company and the Kintla Lake Oil Company both formed 
during the summer of 190 1. 

L741bid 3 1. The USGS surveyed and mapped in the area quite intensively between 1900 
and 1905. 



would have to be sunk to 1,100 feet before they struck 0i1."~ When they reached 1,400 

feet and found only sulphurous water, the BOC decided to quit They did not stop 

operations in tirne to avoid a fue that almost destroyed the whole oil campincluding 

cabins, derricks, and the sawrnill, not to mention the surrounding forest. The BOC's 

misadventures with oil seeps in the Kintla area and the warnings of many geologists did 

not dissuade other companies fiom staking clairns in the Valley. The Kintla Lake Oil 

Company, which actually sank their drills near the North Fork River a number of miles 

below Kintla Lake, persisted in drilling 1008 feet before giving up in 1903.'" 

The influence on Glacier's landscape caused by the Kintla Lake oil interests did 

not consist merely of road construction, the building of derricks, and drillhg through the 

eardi. Many residents of the area were affected greatly by the presence of oil companies. 

For example, Thomas Jefferson (or "Unc le Je ff ' as he is more commonly identified in the 

literature) was an easterner who arrived in the Flathead Valley in the 1880s.' He trapped 

and hunted in the Valley, and prospected on Coal Creek (thirty miles north of Columbia 

Falls on the North Fork), making his home by the North Fork. Jefferson was apparently 

involved with the illegal cutting of yeliow pine whiie he lived in Sullivan Meadows, but an 

investigation conducted in 1906 was unable to accumulate evidence against hi~n."~ 

'77Jerome S. DeSanto, "Uncle Jeff," 18. 

1781bid, 19. DeSanto cites Donald H. Robinson's and Maynard C. Bowen's ntrough the 
Years in Glacier National Park (West Glacier, Montana: Glacier Natual History Association, 
1960) regarding a man named Chisholm, who in 189 1 or 1892 cut yellow pine and decked the 
logs in a dry slough with the expectation that the next high water would carry them to Columbia 
Falis. h 1960 the logs had yet to rnove, and they were still there in 1982: apparently, no one 
could recall their exact location. 
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Jeff s winter activities are a mystery, but during the summer he was employed as a 

guide by the increasuig number of scientists and towists the GNR brought to the region. 

Jeff s most popular trips were ftom the head of Lake McDonald, over the Howe Ridge to 

the lakes in the Camas drainage, or up to Sperry ~1acier.l" Jeffs homesteadhg in the 

Sullivan Meadows predates the BOC's involvement in the area by several years, and with 

him in the Valley were other pioneers such as Josiah Rogers and Theo Christen~en.'~~ 

One otd tirner remembered that whife Jeff lived in Sullivan Meadow, his home was the 

bunkhouse of a defunct logging Company, so even Jeff was not the frst resident of the 

area. '*' 
Knowing that Uncle Jeff lived in the Meadow between the 1890s and 1900s 

pemiits the recreation of the lifestyles and resource use of the early inhabitants of Glacier, 

for his experience is similar to that of others in the area. It would appear that alrnost 

everyone was tied in some way to the railroad and the oil companies in the Flathead 

Valley. The Apgar brothers maintained the fmt in a chah of relay stations that moved 

supplies from the train to Kintla Lake. They hauled machinery and goods fkom Belton to 

Lake McDonald (across their own toll bridge), at which point the Strom Brothers femed 

the goods across the Lake.'82 After the StromsY, travelen stopped at Uncle Jeff s for respite 

before moving on to cross Bowman and Indian Creeks, and then stopping again wiîh Fred 

"%eSanto, "Uncle Jeff," 20. 

'BOlbid, 22. 

'8'Ibid 

'82DeSanto, "Drilling," 3 2. 
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Hemg, a forest ranger in the Lewis and Clark National ~ 0 r e s t . l ~ ~  Quite a number of 

people made Glacier their home, and while inferences must be drawn about the different 

ways they manipulated the environment, they appear to have been fairly straightfonvard: 

logging, gardening, trail ctearing, home pasturage, and building construction, to name a 

few. These are the activities Uncle Jeff pursued when he moved to "Jefferson Ranch" in 

191 1, on the northwest side of the Meadow. He lived there until 1915, when he sold the 

property pnvately. At the time of the sale, Jeff had a nurnber of horses, geese, a large 

garden of produce and root crops, and a bear trap in the middle of the garden to catch 

unwary deer.Ig4 

The tradition of occupation of the Glacier area was longstanding, even at the turn 

of the twentieth century. People admired the region and settled there because resources 

were plentifil. This sequence of habitation includes the Kutenai, Flathead and Salish, the 

Blackfeet, trappers, and evenhially homesteaders. With the incursion of non-aboriginals, 

non-native species of animals and plants were introduced to the area. These included 

domesticated fowl, cattle, and wheat. Some indigenous animal species, most infarnously 

bison, were being hunted and killed in great numbers in the last decades of the nineteenth 

century. Later, loggers, mines, and oil developen tried to profit fiom timber, minerais, 

and oil, resources which Glacier's topography and geology made virtually inaccessible. 

Furthemore, traveling to the northem mountains was made easier by the construction of 

the Great Northem Railroad, and by the establishment of new towns in western Montana. 

Ig316id. Lewis and Clark Nationai Forest became part of GNP when it was established in 
1910. 

184DeSanto, 'Uncle Jeff," 22. 
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Despite a longstanding history of human occupation, and centuries of human alteration of 

plant and animal populations, the Glacier region was still perceived as "wildemess" by 

those who promoted the territory as a national park. 

The Park Established 

George Bird CrinneIl is often referred to as '%he father of the movement to 

esîablish Glacier National ~ a r k . " ' ~ ~  He lobbied for almost twenty years-fiorn 189 1 until 

19 10-to have the Glacier area preserved as a national park.186 GrinneIl had spent t h e  in 

the back country of Glacier annudly since 1885. He spent those trips surveying, 

collecting data on garne type and nurnbers, and learning about the Blackfeet.'" He was 

supported in his campaign by the Sierra Club and by Louis B. Hill of the Great Northem 

Raiiroad. Both the Sierra Club and Hill were hoping the unique grandeur of the Glacier 

area would lure sorne of the increasing tourist numbers £tom Yellowstone and Yosemite 

northward to Glacier, although one can safely assume they had different reasons for such 

hopes. Hill's railroad was the ody  relatively easy means of travel to Glacier at that time 

and he anticipated that the cal1 of the wild would benefit him commercially. The failure of 

oil and mining interests in the region, and the declaration that the timber in the area was 

good but inaccessible, assisted the park promoters' cause.'*' Add to these circumstances 

'85Robinson, 'Wove Toward Parkhood," 14. 

'p7Grinne11 himsetf developed an interest in Glacier because of, and with, fames Willard 
Schultz, who wrote articles for GrinneIl's Forest and Stream, Schultz' main contributions to 
Iiterature on Glacier concern the Blackfeet and their experiences in the region. 



the potential for easy land acquisition, in that "much of the land belonged to the Indians, 

and nearly al1 the rest belonged to the govermnent in national forests"'" and the argument 

to create GNP was solid. 

In May 1 9 10, President Taft signed Glacier National Park into existence. The new 

park was immediately beset with management difficulties due fxst to the nebulous 

mandate of the legislation that created the park, and second, to the practical aspects of 

adrninistering the park itself.'" Fourth Iargest of the national parks, Glacier consisted of 

9 15,000 acres of land comprised of huge forests of cedar and pine, 60 glaciers, 250 lakes, 

countless streams, an incredible variety of plants and animals (including exotics that 

settlers like Uncle Jeff introduced) and mountains ranging in elevation fiom 6,000 to 

10,000 feet high.lgl These mountains created another problem for managing the park: the 

Continental Divide neatly separates the Park in haif and this caused many communications 

and transportation problems early in the century. With appropriations of $l5,OOO for road 

and trail construction, Glacier and its administrators were thrust into life. 

William Logan was the park's fvst superintendent, and he steered Glacier through 

a number of potential setbacks. As the Lewis and Clark Forest became part of GNP, so 

did its rangers; one man fkom Lewis and Clark, Joe Cosley, not only carved his narne on 

'891bid By contrast, Ise's comment demonstrates the elegance of Spence's discussion of 
the park's establishment. 

'90The Secretary of the Interior struggled with adrniniste~g national parks when no clear 
mandate on parks existed: Michael Schene argues that the Interior Department was unclear on 
the whole concept of national "parks," and that this phdosophical vacuum was responsibk for 
management problems within the parks themselves. See Schene, "The Crown of the Continent: 
Rivate Enterprise and Public Interest in the Early Development of Glacier National Park" in 
Forest and Conservation History 34, no. 2 (1990): 69-75. 

'9'Michael Schene, 'The Crown of the Continenî," 69. 
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every tree possible, he poached ga~ne . ' ~~  Rangers were also responsible for fire fighting 

until Logan called in the U.S. Forest Service, leaving Glacier personnel fiee to patrol the 

park as they were intended. Logan wanted to begin trail and road construction 

imrnediately, but by the tirne he retumed to Fort Behap ,  where he spent the winter 

months, his crew had managed only to survey potential routes.'" 

The season of 191 1 saw a number of changes in the park The ranger corps was 

growing, as was the administrative contingent. Park headquartea was moved fiom its 

temporary location at the south end of Lake McDonaid to Fish Creek, a rather isolated 

spot where few people had vested intere~ts. '~~ By September, a road had been 

constnicted between the park's west entrance and Lake McDonald. Bureaucracy was 

beginning to take hold and defme the "wildemess" of Glacier National Park. 

While Logan was occupied with events on Glacier's western slopes, Louis Hill of 

the Great Northern Raihoad was designing the east. Hill wanted to capital& on his 

railroad's proximity to the new park by establishing a group of hotels and chalets on the 

eastern dopes. By 19 12, visitor facilities had already been constructed at Two Medicine, 

near old St. Mary's. Lake McDerrnott, Sperry, Gunsight, and Cut Bank were nearing 

c~rnpletion.'~~ In 19 11, Hill brought writers fiom sixteen major Midwestern newspapers 

to the park for advertising; Glacier had become an important part of the Great Northern 

lwAccording to Schene, when people heard that Logan wanted to build a permanent park 
headquarters at Lake McDonald, the value of privately owned land slqrocketed-thus the move to 
Fish Creek. 
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Railroad's "See America First" campaign. Even though Hill's interest in the park was 

commercially driven, he still managed to help Glacier a great deal. While he, Logan, and 

other park administraton engaged in"turf" wars, Hill's influence in Washington kept 

Glacier's appropriations forthcoming, and without major annual reductionç. lg6 

The next park superintendent, James Galen, whose candidacy Hill had supported, 

was more amenable to Hill's proposed measures for the east side of the park than had 

been Logan. Hill presented Galen with a comprehensive plan for road and rail 

construction for the park's east side. He also informed Galen that rangers should carry 

axes and help maintain trails, because clearuig and creating trails was "much more 

important for the benefit of tourists than what the Rangen might be doing now."19' Galen 

seems to have disregarded this advice because in 1914 Hill chastised him for not using his 

ranges to maintain trails between camps p r~pe r ly . ' ~~  

In 1914, Galen was replaced in the Superintendent's office by Samuel Ralston, 

Hill was cornplainhg that he had already spent over $1 million in the park on touria 

facilities, and the park was still suffering with inadequate staff. Ralston wanted to proceed 

with Galen's (and Logan's) plans of building a road around Lake McDonald, which he 

thought ideally would be continued over the Continental Divide. When Stephen Mather, 

the head of the newly created National Park Service, visited Glacier in 19 16, he helped 

'%lbid, 7 1. Congress was reluctant to spend federal money in a national park that still 
had many private land owners- The park was working to buy land fiom these owners, but it took 
the:  land was still held privately in the park until 1958, when the owners of Uncle JeFs 
homestead sold the property-80 acres-to the park- 

lg71bid. 

'981bUi. 
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bring these projects closer to reality. Mather hirnself bought 160 acres of land close to 

Apgar and donated it to the park for their new headquarters. He also gave his approval to 

constructing a road that would cross the Continental Divide? Mather's cornmitment to 

upholdîng the hTS mandate effectively ended Hill's proprietary hold on the east side of 

the parkm2O0 

Agnes Laut was a writer who visited the Park in 1926, and her observations of the 

park that year are signifcant."' By 1926, there were four entrances to the park. One 

could travel by car fkom al1 directions, and by rail fiom the east, west, and south. 

Highways now c&scrossed the park. Laut says that "a few years ago" there were only 

18,000 visitors per year, but that figure had slqrocketed to 50,000 by 1926?02 Laut wrote 

of Glacier's excellent fre fighting capabilities, perhaps with a mind to the fres that swept 

the park in 19 18-1 9; part of those fwefighting measures were the posting of ranges at 

lookouts. The government also kept Two Medicine Lake stocked with trout, with a lirnit 

of twelve fish per day, and any fish smaller than six inches was to be thrown back.'" 

While Glacier was certainly becoming a more visitor-fiiendly park, most of Laut's 

statements concerning the perfection of Glacier's tourist facilities can be taken as 

hyperbole. Just a few short years after Laut wrote about the park, over a thousand young 

men were employed in Glacier by the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). The Corps 

'PPThis wodd be Going-to-the-Sun Road, completed in 1933. 

2*Schene, 73. 

'''Sec Laut's Enchanted Trails of Glacier National Park. 

202Laut, 14. 

2031bid., 3 8-39. 



had been created by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933 in order to aIleviate two 

major crises: youth unemployment resulting fiom the Great Depression; and dwindling 

forest r e s o ~ r c e s . ~ ~ ~  The CCC therefore provided work for young men, primarily in forests 

and the national parks across the nation. In June 1933, over twelve hundred CCC recruits 

arrived in Glacier?'* Six years later the park's superintendent, Eivind T. Scoyen, told the 

director of the national park service that the Corps had enabled Glacier's administration to 

initiate and complete plans of work that previously they had only been able to talk 

about206 

CCC recruits were trained by the amy, but once within the park they were 

monitored closely by rangers who ensured that the men were not darnaging natural 

features of the parkOzo7 Each camp had experts to guide the work of the recruits: history 

and wildlife technicians, foresters, landscape architects, and engineem208 Most of the 

Corps' work seems to have gone to the construction of camp buildings, installing support 

facilities, and rernoving dead snags from a large area around Apgar, Fish Creek, and Lake 

McDonald that had bumed in1929. Men in camps on the east side of the park also 

2WAccording to one historian, forests had once covered 800 million acres of the 
continental United States. By 1933, only 100 million acres of virgin forest remained. 
Deforestation contributed to another major environmental disaster that affected the nation during 
the Great Depression: the Dust Bowl. See John A. Saimond's The CNiIian Conservation Corps, 
1933-1942: A Nao Deal Case Smùj (Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1967): 4. 

205Michael J. Ober, 'The CCC Experience in Glacier National Park,'' in Montam 26, no- 
3 (1976): 30. 

2061bid The niiiroad had been loshg interest in developing Glacier since the 1916 
showdown with Mather, and when the railroad's interest in the park deciined, so did a major 
source of capital, labor, and £kee advertising. 
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cleaned up burned areas and graded roads, constmcted trails, and cleared campsites. By 

1934, eight base camps had been established. Each camp consisted of tent bunkhouses, a 

mess hall, radio room, and library. Main camps were located at Two Medicine, Belton, 

McDonald Creek, Apgar, Fish Creek, Sun Camp, Many Glacier, and Sherburne. The 

main camps were supplemented by "spike camps" durùig the s~mmer.~" 

During the CCC's involvement, Glacier began the most serious fxe control 

program in its history?' Park administrators and rangers designed a complex maze of 

roads, trails, and fire-ways extending along ahnost every vatley and ndge line. 

Constructing f i e  mils was a priority, as were building lookouts and a phone system which 

comected ranger stations, patrol cabins, lookouts, and road camps. Eight entire crews 

fought the Heaven's Peak f ~ e  in 1936, which burned 7,642 acres. In 1938, Glacier's fust 

trans-mountain phone line was installed: the CCC laid 28 tons of underground phone cable 

for seven miles over Logan Pass. By 1940, the Corps had contributed 84,000 man-hours 

to fighting fres. 

The impact the Civilian Conservation Corps had on Glacier's environment was 

enormous. By 1939, recruits had cleared over five thousand acres of fire-killed timber, 

and constructed one sawmiil. Thousands of fenceposts and telephone poles made fkom 

fallen tirnber had left the park. A thiay-mile marked boundary swath between the park 

and Blackfeet land had been cleared, and numerous storage sheds, barns and other 

facilities had been consiructed at Sprague Creek, Avalanche Creek, Many Glacier, and St. 

2wOber, 34. Spike camps were located at Walton, Anaconda Creek, Bowman Lake, 
Round Prairie, East Glacier, Logan Pass, Cut Bank, and Nyack. 
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Mary carnpgrounds. The Corps also built bridges, stocked lakes with fish, planted trees, 

and helped protect forests fiom blister mst. These activities in Glacier were repeated in 

national parks, forests, and other areas across the country where the CCC was involved. 

Despite the conservation mandate of both the CCC and the national parks, perhaps the 

greatest environmental development in Glacier occurred with the Corps. 

Given the history of hurnan modifcation of Glacier's environment, including 

Native Amencan occupation and pre- 1 9 1 0 resource extraction, one must question the 

validity of the '-b4derness" designation that many authors and visitors have granted the 

park, especially in the early twentieth century. Indeed, most human impacts in Glacier 

occurred after the park was established in order to fulfiIl the National Park Service's two- 

fold mandate: to conserve the scenery, natural and historic objects, and wildlife contained 

within parks; and to make the same accessible to people for their enjoyment and 

education. A term that could encompass so much human developrnent, yet connote wild, 

non-human landscapes, is deserving of serious inquky. 

Conclusion 

By the tirne the Corps was terminated by Congress in 1942, Glacier had seen a 

considerable increase in tourism. The advent of World War II put recreational activity on 

hiatus, but with the booming post-war economy and the increased money and leisure time 

it brought to American households, tourisrn increased substantially. The Civiiian 

Conservation Corps's work not only ensured the park's ability to sustain increased human 

activity during the 1950s, but it also signaled the end of an era: after the war, the park 
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would be faced with a new set of challenges and difficulties dealing with increased 

tourism, human-wildlife interaction, and issues concerning the restoration of darnaged 

ecological sites. Discussing these modem concems may belong in the realm of political 

and environmental sciences, but such discussions are best informed by study of the 

environmental history of Glacier: such study illuminates the issues the park faces today. 

The object of this discussion is to examine how action has affectecl perceptions of 

land, and the reverse, in Glacier's early history. Clearly, the way early fur traders, 

surveyors, oïl developers, prospectors, and conservationists saw the land influenced the 

way they used resources. Perhaps the most vivid example of a continuhg dialectic is the 

differences in the approach of John Bender of the Butte Oil Company and the spokesman 

for the Blackfeet, George B. Grinnell. These two men personie the dynarnic between 

exploitation and preservation, and the contradictory nature of these beliefs. Environrnents, 

and the attitudes people bring to those environments, shape the way people modiQ 

landscapes, and this is clearly demonstrated in Glacier National Park. Bender saw 

developrnental potential in the land, on the basis of slim evidence. His exploration 

modified the environment, yet left it as '2vilderness." Grinnell believed that Glacier was a 

wilderness. A quick review of human development of the landscape of the park, and 

manipulation of it, surely calls Grinnell's belief into question. 
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Chapter Five: 'Regaining the Poise": Wilderness and Glacier National Park 

Introduction 

In 1893 Tumer stated that exposure to the wilderness conditions of the Amencan 

fkontier had instilled in pioneering Americans the qualities fundamental to Amencan 

democracy. He concluded his argument by stating his regret that officiaiIy the fiontier era 

had ended, and with it, the fust phase of American history. The government therefore had 

a vested interest to recreate the fkontier and ensure that Americans could still face the 

wildemess and leam "self-reliant ... rugged and stalwart dem~cracy."~" As historians have 

noted, in the wake of Tumer's argument tying the fiontier experience to Amencan 

democracy, the number of national parks slqrocketed. Clearly, as has been argued, 

national parks were created as the last bastions of the frontier, in order that subsequent 

generations of Americans could expenence the wilderness and corne away with the values 

of their heroic forebears. 

Literature written about Glacier and other national parks reflects the Turnerian and 

transcendental theories about wilderness and the fkontier. Established in 19 10, while 

Tumer's thesis stiU held sway in academic circles as well as  peoples' hearts, Glacier, d h g  

its first two decades, demonstrated public sentiment towards wildemess experiences and 

govemment agency conceming wildemess preservation. Publications designed to attract 

tounsts to Glacier based their appeal on themes articulated by transcendental philosophers 

2'1Theodore Roosevelt, The Wiidemess Hunter (New York: GP. Putnam's Sons, 1893), 
as cited in Fredenck W. Turner, Beyond Geography: m e  Western Spirit Agaimt the Wildernes 
(New York: Viking, 1980): 56. 
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and Turner: a trip to the wildemess was essential to the good health of the mind, spirit, and 

body; it enhanced patriotism; it made people better citizens. As the Department of the 

Interior interpreted it some years after GIacier was formed, "[national] parks are the 

happiest contact points between our people and their go~ermnent.'~~" The authors of 

some of Glacier's earliest descriptive guides reflect the attitudes people held about the 

value, purpose, and meaning of a wildemess experience in a national park 

While the government began to see national parks in ternis of science, not just 

recreation for the benefit of the Amencan character and political systern, people obviously 

stiIl thought of national parks in terrns of pioneering and the fiontier. Mary Roberts 

Rinehart, Edith Holtz and Katherine Bernis, Agnes Laut, James Willard Schultz, and 

Margaret Thompson al1 wrote Lengthy descriptive guides to Glacier between 1916 and 

1936:" Their genre, intended to appeal to a mass audience, opens a window into how the 

ideal tourist was intended to interpret their stay in a national park. The authoa' 

2'2~nited States Department of the Interior, Two Years of the Deparment of the 
Interior, 1929-193 1; An Address by Honorable Ray Lyman WiZbw; Secretav of the Interior, in 
the National Radio Funun. Washington, May 2, 1931 (Washington, D.C. : United States 
Govemment Printing Office, 193 1): 4. In this speech, Wilbur indicates that the govemment, 
tbrough national parks, recognized the comection between the govemment and the recreated 
fiontier. However, by 193 1 when this statement was made, legislation surroundmg national 
parks had begun rnoving in another direction, Instead of concentrathg on wilderness recreation 
for the political personae, peoples' attention was given to the science of wilderness. Oddly 
enough, the language used to publicize the new aspect of wilderness was indicative of an earlier 
age: Wilbur discussed the part the govemment wodd take in the "new pioneering" of the 
laboratory. 

2 ' 3 ~ n a l ~ g  wilderness fkom gender perspectives would be a fascinating study. Our 
understanding of historical conceptions of wildemess would also be enhanced by an in-depth 
examination fiom class and ethnic perspectives. Each of these questions is potentially a thesis by 
itself, and therefore, beyond the scope of this work. 
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observations about the nature of wilderness, and for whom it was intended, permit an 

andysis of the meaning of wildemess as it related to Glacier in the early twentieth century. 

Discussion of the Pnmary Sources 

It is intnguing that almost al1 the authon of descriptive guides of Glacier National 

Park between 1916 and 1936 were women, especially since the language used in literature 

about the fi-ontier was predominantly masculine. One only has to skim ''The Significance 

of the Frontier in Arnerican Histoiy" to note that T u e r  excludes women, and ethnic 

minonties, f?om his analysis. Additionally, histoq asks us to identiQ predominantly with 

male fiontier heros: Lewis and Clark (not Sacajawea), Jim Bridger, Davy Crockett, and 

the List goes on. A few fiontier women are recognized because they did things normally 

thought of as male: Calamity Jane is noteworthy, as are the few women who masqueraded 

as men to enlist in the arrny in the West, but the women of the 1860s who successfully 

lobbied for the h c h i s e  are not nearly as celebrated in history. In fiction, pioneer women 

are treated differently: wornen are often the lens through which the reader sees the hero, 

and understands how they have been shaped by the wilderness. James Fenimore Cooper 

employs this technique in Last of the Mohicans, as does Owen Wister in The Virginian. 

This apparent gender bias raises two related questions: £kt,  what is the significance of 

gender in the perspectives brought to descriptions of Glacier; and second, what kind of 

selection criterion occumed in the public and social spheres such that it was women who 

wrote most of the travel literahire about Glacier in its early years of development? 



Despite the relegation of women to supporting roles in fiction and in scholarship, 

interpretations of their own experiences in national parks reveal a much more immediate 

relationship with the wildemess. In those descriptions, several farniliar-and gender 

neutral-elements are present: wildemess experiences would irnprove physical health, 

enhance the spirit, and strengthen democratic principles. These qualities would reinforce 

patriotism and deepen their Amencan character. Women, like men, anticipated an "Old 

West" expenence in a national park: in Yellowstone National Park wornen "swived 

holdups, bear scares, dust, overcrowded stagecoaches, and in one case, an attack by 

Amencan in di an^."^^^ Like Muir, female nature enthusiasts expected to see evidence of 

God's handiwork in the wildemess. They hoped for strenuous hikes on difficult trail~.~" 

Women explored national parks to encounter what "'Nature, hi&-priestess of God, has 

prepared for them who love her.""16 They 'kere eager to share in the strenuous life and 

ta experience nature's grandeur in America's won der land^."^^' Expressions of 

transcendental philosophy were not lirnited to the woman traveler, rather, they were 

suggestive of Thoreau, John Muir, Theodore Roosevelt and countless other men who 

"'Polly Welts Kaufman, National Park and the Womnn 's Voice: A History 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996), 9. Kaufman's book is a thoughtfiil and 
very weIcome analysis of the history of women in the National Park Service. However, the 
author's argument that the "woman's voice" was substantially different fiom men is weak: she 
observes that women expressed their admiration of natural wonders by describing them in 
emotional and spiritual Ianguage, and contrasts that with one man's attempt to evince the awe- 
inspiring mountains by quantiQing their height. Selectively characterizhg male and female 
approaches in this manner is no basis for detennining gender differences in wildemess 
appreciation; appealing to readers' emotions to evoke nature's grandeur is typical of male 
authors as well: see Emerson, Thoreau, and Muir, for example. 

*%ara Iane Lippincott, as cited in Kauhan, 5. 
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wrote of their national park wildemess experiences. The women who traveled to Glacier 

expected to expenence the same wilderness conditions as their male companions, and they 

described those expenences in remarkably similar ways. 

As the authors of Glacier's guidebooks demonstrate, women were not met with 

surprise when they entered a national park. Men and women who planned wildemess 

expeditions in national parks did so on equal footing; their gender did not exclude women 

fiom lenmy trips into wild spaces. However, many female writers expressed more 

immediately than men the view that particularly for women, a wildemess camping 

experience was a rneans of building independence and self-determination. Female authors 

urged women to "join the adventure" and go camping in a national ~ a r k . ~ ' ~  Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony closed a s u f i g e  campaign through California with a 

trip through Yosemite, during which they chose to ride astride instead of sidesaddle; it was 

observed by one newspaper that the botanist Jeanne Carr "'practically asserts woman's 

nghts by carrying her portion of the tent"' in that same park.*I9 Female writers seized the 

opportunify presented by their equal participation in the wildemess experience as a rneans 

to discuss the larger picture of women's rights. 

To focus on the fact that most of the authors of the guidebooks were women 

ignores more telling charactenstics of the construction of wildemess in national parks: the 

ethnicity and class of those who traveled in those parks and wrote about them. As we 

have seen, men and women alike shared the Transcendental and Turner-inspired notions 
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of the need to preserve Amenca's fiontier. However, in order to participate in Anthony's 

and Stanton's politicized wildemess excursion, one had to be a member of an exclusive 

group: white, middle-class, educated, and urban. For exampIe, it is hard to believe that 

women who labored on trap lines, produced indigenous food and material, or kept house 

for rangers perceived camping as participating in an "adventure." Did ranching women 

consider riding astride "revolutionary" or simply convenient? Male and fernale authors are 

similar in their views towards wildemess and the fkontier experience because they shared 

class and ethnic backgrounds. 

The contribution of the effect of gender to the early twentieth century vision of 

wilderness is an interesting question. To focus on gender difference, however, in the 

travei and promotional literature about GNP during that period, implies that gender defmes 

most appropriately the social consciousness &om which those writen cited here 

constnicted  ilde de mess." The uniformity of class and ethnicity of al1 the writers is at least 

as remarkable. When al1 three characteristics-gender, class, and ethnicity-are considered 

in the contexts of the diversity of people who sojoumed or lived in the park area, and the 

total corpus of literature about the park, class and ethnicity appear to be more important 

than gender as both selection criteria for who wrote and published, and the 

characterizaion of the area, in fact, as wilderness. 



"The Wildest Part of America" 

Mary Roberts RUiehdO utilized the rhetoric of Turner and Muir to encourage 

tourkm in Glacier, as much for the economic benefit of the park as for the spiritual, 

political, and physical health of her readers. As part of the "See America Firsty' campaign, 

Rinehart was invited by the Great Northem Railroad to portray one of the nation's newest 

national parks in order to convince American tourists to "see Amenca f d  instead of 

traveling to Europe, as was the custom. She published Through Glacier ParkSeeing 

America First With Howard fiton in 19 16, after touring the park with Eaton. Rinehart 

began her book by saying: "If you love your country ... go ride in the Roclq Mountains 

and Save your s ~ u l . " ~ '  She expanded the political, spintual, and geographical themes in 

the surroundhg text, establishing the link between patriotism and spirihial well-being with 

thne spent in a mountain wildemess. These three themes-the core of transcendental 

philosophy-set the tone of the text and are repeated throughout her guidebook. 

According to Rinehart, wildemess was the place in which one approached the 

ideals of spintuality manifest in nature and encountered the conditions that gave rise to 

American democracy. Rinehart never stated her definition cf wildemess, but she did 

describe its conditions. Con- to modern perception, wildemess was not characterized 

by the absence of humans and human artifacts. She stated: "A Government mountain 

reserve without plenty of roads is as valuable as an automobile without ga~o l ine . "~  She 

22%inehart (1 876- 195 8), from Pittsburgh, was a novelist whose murder mystenes were 
especiaiiy popular. 

P'Maiy Roberts Rinehart, ntrough Glacier Park in 1915: Seeing America FVsr With 
Howard Eaton (Boston: Houghton-Mimin, 19 1 6): 3 -4. 



was able to claim that Glacier, with its numerous trails and increasing number of roads, 

was %e wildest part of America."" The fact that she was able to make that argument in 

spite of al1 the resource development that was o c c ~ g  in Glacier is testament to the 

fabrication of "wildemess" that served the Arnencan need for a remaining fiontier. 

Rinehart made several references to the "Old West" in her description of the park. 

Having taken the train to Glacier Park Station, she expressed disappointment that the 

journey to Glacier was cornfortable and enjoyable-most likely to please her primary 

sponsor, the influential Louis Hill. Before reaching the park, she had spotted "[an] 

occasional cowboy silhouetted against the sky; thin range cattle; impassive Indians 

watching the train go by."n4 Aside fiom those notable diversions, it seemed her trip was 

uneventful, for she was surprised at the ease of her journey: "Was this, then, gohg to the 

borderland of civilization, to the last stronghold of the Old  est?"^^' That Glacier was 

seen as a fkontier, a remnant of the "Old West," is certain? 

Rinehart claimed that her traveling companions came to the park "blasé, feeble- 

muscled, uncertain and effete Eastemers" and lefi as ccphilosophers and sport~rnen."~' 

She made no difference between the male and female participants of the trip in this 

=6This is one more example of how ethnic-specific and class-oriented was the definition 
of wilderness and a fiontier experience. Whose "Old West" was Rinehart talking about? 
Cextainiy, she had the perspective of one who never experienced the relation of the "Old West" 
in any of its permutations, be they that of picneer, unmigrant, Native, or laborer. Rineharf's "Old 
West" is as much a fiction as The VUgzhian. 



assessment. However, she stressed the importance of wilderness experiences for women. 

Having successfùliy negotiated on horseback a perilous pas ,  she said "[tlhere was a man 

riding behind me. When it was al1 over, he shook my hand."u8 In another passage she 

discussed themes of gender, class, and wildemess, as a young woman recovered frorn a 

particularly harrowing horseback ride. 

The nervous woman who had never been on a home before was cinching 
her own saddle and looking back and up [the mountain]. The saddle 
tightened, she sat d o m  and emptied her nding boots of a few pieces of 
rock. Her silk stockings were in tatters. '1 feel as though my knees will 
never meet again,' she said reflectively. 'But I'm so swollen with pride and 
joy that 1 could s l ~ r i e k . ' ~ ~  

In Rinehart's view, going to Glacier will not only Save your soul, but make you tough, 

western, and equal. 

Rinehart advised her readers to ''throw off the impedimenta of civili~ation."~~~ She 

said to go "West" and to "[rlide slowly, not to startIe the wild things. Throw out your 

chest and breathe; [Ilet the summer rains fali on your uphimed face and wash away the 

memory of al1 that is false and petty and cruel.'"' To Fünehart, a trip to Glacier was a trip 

to the "Old West," a place where one's spint and body could be renewed îhrough 

experiencing the wilderness. Never mind that the "wilderness" was being encroached 

upon by roads-a luxury that the pioneers Rinehart and her cornpanions emulated did not 

have-and that the Old West wilderness she wrote of never really existed in Glacier. For, 



as Rinehart noted in the last pages of her book, the Old West was gone, despite the 

silhouetted cowboys and irnpassive Indians that watched her train go by.232 Al1 that 

remained of the West were stages like Glacier, where the pst, as the wildemess, could be 

created, 

"A Great Playground" 

In theirl9 17 publication, Mathilde Edith Holtz and Katharine ~ e m i s ~ '  stated that 

the govemment had a responsibility to preserve lands for the edification of the citizen?" 

In Glacier National Park-lrs Trails and Treasures they do not speak of preserving 

wildemess for its own sake. Nor do they argue that a preserved landscape offered a 

unique opportunity to observe wild flora and fauna in their natural habitat. Their vision of 

national park wilderness is quite different f?om Rinehart's. However, one theme remains 

the same: the education and pleasure the citizen derived fiom t o u ~ g  an area such as 

Glacier was primarily psychological and spintual, albeit with physical bene%. 

U2This brings to mind William Cronon's argument (discussed in Chapter Two) that 
wilderness represents an "escape fkom history." He argues that the language people used to 
describe wildemess was typicalIy spiritual, such as calling a place "God's handiwork" or 
'hature's little paradise" (see Chapter Two and Cronon's article, "The Trouble With 
Widerness"). In addition to arguing that Glacier, and by implication other national parks, are al1 
that remain of the "Old West," Rinehart utilizes biblical allusion in one passage of her book to 
reinforce the timelessness of Glacier: she and her cornpanions have a picnic on a Iedge "where al1 
the kingdoms of the earth seemed spread out before us" (39). 

Zf3~iographical information about these authors is not readily available. Their other 
publications in the early decades of the twentieth century dealt with pedagogy and school 
cLlITicuIum. 

= ~ o l t z  and Bernis, Glacier National Park, vii. 



In the writings of Holtz and Bemis, creating a national park was a congressional act 

of patriotism; touring them was therefore an individual act of patriotism. More important, 

however, was the impact of wild landscapes on the human psyche: "[t]he human mùid and 

heart long for visions of the sublime and an opportunity for intimacy with the great 

features of the nahiral w ~ r l d . " ~ ~  These scenic features "fill the tourist with vigour, with a 

deeper love of life and nature, and with a purer and more healthy mind," which increased 

one's "power for ef f i~iency."~ The impact of Glacier's landscape on Holtz and Bemis is 

in fact very similar to the impact of the West on Tunier's pioneering Americans: incresed 

integrity, self-reliance, strength. 

Holtz and Bemis called several places in Glacier wild but they never defmed the 

park as wildemess. Their selective use-and general avoidance-of the term offen insight 

on the contemporary defmition of the term. Unlike Rinehart, who called Glacier %e 

wildest part of Amerka," and who complained that "park" was too civilized a concept,=' 

Holtz and Bemis called Glacier "a great play-gro~nd."~' While Rinehart camped under 

the stars and traveled Glacier on horseback, Holtz and Bemis stayed in chalets during their 

stay in the park. They defended their choice of habitation: 

True, some who are looking for a wildemess in their visit to this great play- 
ground, and who cany their 'chotels" in a "rucksack" on their backs, will 
consider these accommodations an unwelcome luxury and an unnecessary 
comfort, if not a sacrilege. But in every play-ground are there not those 



who care only to look on, as well as those who play for all there is in the 
game? So here in Glacier National ~ark?' 

Was wildemess a state of mind to Holtr and Bernis? It would seem so, as they were able 

to take the values that Rinehart declared wildemess irnparted, as they witnessed "Nature, 

so wild, beautifid, and mgged,'7240 and felt "soul-satisfied" even though they stayed at a 

c  hale^^^' 

Even though Hoitz and Bernis called GIacier a ptayground and Rinehart the 

wildemess, the stories they told of their experiences are so similar they could have been 

written by the same person. The young woman who told Eünehart she could shriek for joy 

at having survived an arduous trail ride had something in cornrnon with HO~U and Bernis 

who "gloried in their courage" afier a long day in the ~ a d d l e . ~ ' ~  The authos stated "the 

longing to traverse those wild and pictuesque regions intensifies the longer he lives in the 

centres of civilisation and the artificial environment of a modem life.'"" For in Glacier, 

"one meets Nature face to face and regains faith in God and man.'72" 

21916id. Perhaps Holtz and Bemis were members of  the party Rinehart saw at Lake 
McDonaid chalet, a group "dressed in civilized raimenh peopIe who looked at us and our shabby 
riding clothes with a disdain not unmixed with awe" (Rinehart, 60-6 1). 



"Woodland Wildernessn 

Agnes C. Laut'sz4' Enchanted Trails of Glacier National Park represents a 

reconciliation of the views of Rinehart and Holtz and While she praised Glacier 

as "a wilderness of forested rnountain bea~ty,"~" she also criticized the "bird of passage 

transient ... who wants everything left a wild ~ilderness."~~* In Laut's mind, the ideal 

wilderness existed on a point dong a spectnim: far-but not too fa-fkom civibtion. Like 

the authors discussed above, Laut's wildemess is imbued with the fiindamentals of 

transcendental phiIosophy and Tumerian rhet~ric.~~'  

Laut believed that the average tourist went to Glacier for sornething more than the 

physical geography. She described a spiritual landscape that visitors to Glacier could 

experience, if they would expand the range of their "inner eye."=' Even when she 

delivered basic guidebook information she managed to elevate mundane experiences to a 

higher level: "[the] motors c m  convey only to the portals of the mystic temples-never 

behind the veil of the holy of ho lie^."^' She also described how she had walked through a 

bright sunlight at the end of the trail, exclaiming "here's dense, dark, forest, to emerge in 

2 4 S ~  Winnipeger, Laut (1877-1936) wrote extensively in Western Arnerican and 
Canadian history, especialiy about eariy European exploration of the Amencan West. 

2a~aut, Enchanted TraiZs of Glacier Park 

*'gRoderick Nash is the foremost authority on this subject It is interesting to see how 
accurately the authors discussed in this chapter reflect Nash's arguments. 

250La~r, 7- 
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sunlight ... here's £ieed~rn."*~~ Of her tirne in the park, Laut said that "[ilt was a curious 

sensation of being in the world yet walled away nom the turmoil of the world by the 

encircling peace of the majestic rno~ntains."~~ 

Laut offered insight into the West as well by comparing it to the East. She made 

several statements about the inappropriateness of eastem architecture and behavior in 

Glacier's landscape. Equating the East with civilization, Laut saw in Glacier Eastern 

characters who tried to live up to their expectations of the "Wild West" and she ridiculed 

them for their brash behavior? She met an Eastern archeologist who could not 

understand the "senseless gyrations" of the Blackfeet dancen providing entertainment for 

the tourists. Later he became enlightened to the dances' purpose: "[tlhe Indians were 

there so he could study the types and symbols frorn a Iife that is passing fore~er."~'~ Laut 

approved of the fact that Glacier was preserving the Blackfeet for the white tourists' 

benefit, seeing the natives as living museurn exhibits, not as autonornous members of a 

dynamic culture, for they were a glimpse of the West as it once was. In this, and in her 

description of one of her Glacier guides as "a son of the wilds, a real movie hero," Laut's 

views of the West seem as distorted, as fabricated, as those of the other authors being 

discussed here. 

Laut illustrated that whether you believed it was wildemess or whether it was a 

playground, Glacier and other national parks were for "play-to be left alone as wild and 

%id, 148. 

2nIbid., 24. Emphasis is Laut's. 

Uqfiid., 123. 

x51bid., 2 1. 



primeval as possible with due regard to the public's p laygro~nd."~~ Parks should have 

roads, trails, bridle paths, and camps, to make the wildemess accessible to people. In her 

book, Laut makes this connection between wildemess and national parks-wildemess was 

not preserved for its own sake, but was set aside so people could teave civilization and 

approach spintual truths, and experience what was left of the "Old West." 

The History of Our People 

Like Rinehart, James Willard SchultP7 wrote as an advocate of park interests, 

albeit nom a different perspective. Schultz was a liaison with the Blackfeet who had 

resided in northem Montana, and whose allocation of reservation land had included part of 

the area that was set aside as Glacier ~ a r k . ~ ' ~  Schultz' Signposts of Adventure: Glacier 

National Park as the Indians Kmw It was published the same year as Laut's book, and 

concemed the Blackfeet's petition to replace white place names in the park with original 

Blackfeet narnes. Comparing Laut's and Schultz' treatrnent of the Blackfeet in Glacier 

demonstrates how culhirally mediated the definition of wildemess was in early twentieth 

century Amenca. 

mSchuliz (1 859- 1947), a wealthy New Yorker, came to Fort Benton, Montana, in L 877, 
and married a South Piegan woman. His prolific writing career-juvenile and adventure fiction 
and history-began in the early 1900s with an account of  his affiliation with the Blackfeet. 

='In addition to his study of Yosemite National Park and the native inhabitants of the 
park, Mark David Spence has done interesting work involving the Blackfeet, Glacier, and 
wildemess ideals: his articles have been discussed in Chapter Two. 
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Schultz was told by the Blackfeet elders with whom he spoke that the Blackfeet 

names for places in Glacier 'kere, in a way, the history of our people."z9 Glacier ceased 

to be tirneless and becarne a peoples' histonc home, contrary to the way urban, middle- 

class white American tourists described it.260 Those who read Schultz' description of 

Blackfeet names and the stories that inspired them quickly leamed that Glacier had been a 

very human place before the govemment declared it a wildemess playground in 19 10. 

Replacing Blackfeet names with white ones had removed First Nations identity with the 

landscape, and their comection to it, and gave M e r  evidence to middle class tourists that 

history began with their arrival. Glacier-or the tourist's conception of it-like many other 

national parks was fiee nom history. 

Schultz elaborated Blackfeet legends and their history in the region with each place 

name he restored on paper. Each "signpost of adventure" demonstrated that Glacier was a 

well-known region to the Bfackfeet, and certainly no wildemess to them. That subsequent 

restoration to Blackfeet names occurred amid protests (led, predictably, by those with 

features named after them) indicated the extent to which Glacier had been fabricated as 

wildemess by and for Euro-Amencan middle-class urbanites. Laut demonstrated that 

there was a place for the Blackfeet in Glacier, but that place only included how the 

Blackfeet fit into the white wilderness myth, made manifest by Congress; Schultz 

demonstrated not just their place, but their priority. 

Zs91ames Willard Schultz, Sîgnposts ofAdvenhve: Glacier National Park as the Indiam 
Know If (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926): 4. 

' m a t  the Blackfeet themselves were relatively recent immigrants to the southern part of 
the area is, in many ways, beside the point. 
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Schultz' writing points to another aspect of the social construction of the park as 

wildemess, even when the wildemess is quaiified as an aboriginal homeland. In alrnost al1 

the literaîure about the Park, the Blackfeet are identified as the aboriginal inhabitants of the 

area. Yet the group with the longest association with all the park area and its environs is 

clearly the Kutenai. They, along with the Salish and Pend d'oreille-Kalispel made the fmt 

land cession of the park area sixty-five years before GNP was created. Yet the popular 

imagination of aboriginal history for the park assigned the area to the BlacEeet, and there 

was no Schultz to constnict the Kutenai or Salish into the park myth. 

Hiking Into Harmony with the 

By the tirne Margaret Thompson jomeyed through Glacier in 1936, a change was 

o c c e g  in the way people perceived wilderness and national parks. At the t h e  

Thompson was published, the nation was in the middle of the Great Depression; vacations 

were not necessarily at the forefiont of peoples' mincis. In addition, Tunier's fiontier thesis 

had fallen out of favor in scholarly circles, and scientists were looking at national parks as 

vast ecological laboratories, not merely as huge playgrounds. Despite these differences, 

Thompson's narrative relied on many of the same principles as Rinehart's did twenty years 

earlier: the belief that a wildemess experience in a national park was evocative of the "Old 

West"; that such an expenence instilled a sense of energy, purpose, and integrity as it did 

26'1 took a little artistic liberty with this heading: Thompson discusses how hiking is the 
best way to approach the "sublime" in wilderness. It is derïved fiom her book High Trails of 
Glacier Natioml Park (Caldwell, ID: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1936): 79, 167. 
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in the earliest pioneers; and that the wildemess was vital to renewing one's zest for life? 

That theû message was the sarne, despite the different academic and cultural context in 

which they were written, is a testament to the appeal of the fiontier thesis and the 

wildemess myth it generated. 

Thompson based Glacier's appeal on the ways in which living the wilderness myth 

would negate the negative impact of the Great Depression. She repeatedly advised her 

readers to "escape fiom the stress of a workaday world," and spend t h e  hiking or resting 

on verandas in ~ l a c i e r . * ~ ~  This in itself speaks volumes about her intended audience: the 

employed, or those still wealthy enough not to worry about the economic crisis. She 

appealed to those who need ''to repair fkayed nerves after months in the office ... [and] 

solve the nddle of zestful living."264 

Thompson noted that the national attitude towards conservation was changing 

from utilitarian arguments to aesthetic concems, fiom the planned development mandate 

of Gifford Pinchot to the aesthetic principles of wilderness presewation of John Muir. 

Although the wildemess myth, as articulated by Rinehart, Laut, and the other authors 

discussed, was just as utilitanan as logging-in the sense that it reaped psychologicaf, if not 

economic, benefits 60m the landscape-Thompson called places which she constructed as 

utilitarian areas to be '8ighly offensive," the opposite of wildemess? Those who saw 

Glacier's forests as a means to secure a living could not participate in Thompson's 
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wildemess. Attitudes towards wildlife were also changing. After spotting a mountain lion 

which had in earlier decades been hunted by the National Park Service, Thornpson 

Uiformed her readen that lions must be preserved in order to support the ecological 

viability of the region, not hunted to extinction. In a statement rerniniscent of Aldo 

Leopold, Thompson pointed out that the purpose of the NPS was to preserve al1 faunal 

species and permit natural laws to ~ p e r a t e . ~ ~ ~  Thompson discussed the same place as her 

fellow authors, valued Glacier for the same reasons as Rinehart, Holtz, Bernis, Laut, and 

Schultz, but d e h e d  wildemess much dzerently. 

Thompson said that the national parks were created by the government for the 

people so that "one may escape now and then from the struggle for bread and butter, 

renew one's energy, and get a fiesh perspective. That one may regain the poise which 

only contact with nature can bri~~g."*~' Certain aspects of the park mandate rnay have 

been changing-such as the policy of hunting mountain lions and other predators-and the 

Depression may have taken the public's attention away fiom the national park issue, but 

wilderness was still there in the national parks. Tirneless, unchanging, waiting to inspire as 

the "Old West" did the pioneers. 



Conclusion 

Turner argued that the fiontier experience was vital to the creation and viability of 

the Amencan identity. He credited the wildemess with sparking integity, independence, 

and faith in Amencan democracy. By 1892, Americans had settled the nation f?om coast 

to coast, and Turner concluded his thesis by arguing that this setelement had effectively 

removed the fiontier fiom the maps, and imaginations, of the Amencan public; the frontier 

era had ended, and there was no wildemess left for Americans to experience. Even 

though national parks had been established before Turner delivered his paper, his 

argument gave the government an understandable and publically justifiable interest in 

supporthg existing parks and establishing new ones: to preserve the fkontier expenence so 

the American character and political system did not degenerate. Turner's description of 

the West's role in foming the American identity was compelling, and became inextricably 

bound with the idea of national parks. 

That the rhetoric used to draw people to parks, including Glacier, remained the 

same despite major cultural and scientific changes that occurred between the 1890s and 

the 1 %Os, signifies that '%ildemess" remained the same in the eyes of the people who 

revered it enough to write about it. In fact, "wildemess" as it was conceived and 

documented in Glacier and in other national parks remained the domain of those with the 

social, economic, and ethnic background to appreciate the wildemess myth and perpetuate 

it. 



Chapter 6: Conclusion 

Wildemess is an enigmatic, complicated concept. Investigation of the idea of 

wildemess raises more questions than it answers. On one hand, it is a quaiity defmed by 

persona1 values and beliefs, commonly related to feelings of being isolated, vulnerable, 

aware of one's place in the larger scheme of Me. On the other, it serves to demarcate 

protected landscapes and areas Iargely devoid of human development. A major problem 

arises when histonans-any scholars-use this latter meaning of wilderness to describe 

national parks and then credit those institutions with preserving it. National park 

"wildemess" was the construction of educated middle class Euro-Americans, justiQing the 

preservation of their version of the fiontier, and we owe the associations we make between 

national parks and wildemess to this subculture. The study of wildemess is less about 

studying a region than it is about investigating values, and only recently have people begun 

to scrutinize those values. 

Environmental history is the study of the historic relationship between people and 

the land. It presupposes that the environment is a factor in human histom a generator of 

thought and an active agent in the course of human action. The study of national parks 

demonstrates a facet of that relationship in America. People perceived wildemess 

experiences-as interpreted through the historic experïences of their anceston on the 

wildemess frontier-as factors in the development of the Arnerican character. National 

parks provided a locale for a constmcted wildemess experience emulating, or recreating, 

the pioneer experience by facing the elements--roughing it-by camping, hiking, or trai1 
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riding. Another element of the fiontier wildemess experience in the United States was the 

presence of Natives. In the case of Glacier, that role was constructed for the Blackfeet, 

even though the Kutenai and some of the Salishan groups historically and prehistoncally 

are more closely associated with the area. The Blackfeet were frst excluded nom the 

park, then incorporated into it as remnants of the Wild West fiontier. The authenticity of 

this and other such reconstructions, paradoxically, rested on a supposed continuity with 

the past: in order to ensure the continued health of the American character, wilderness, as 

this subculhire perceived it, had to be "preserved." National parks were established to 

accomplish this goal, and "wi1derness"-the fiontier experiences of migrating Euro- 

Americans-was created. This formalized a relationship with wildemess and national parks 

that has characterized their mutual definition for over a century. 

This reconsiruction of the meaning of a place can be evidenced, methodologically, 

in environmental history. hvestigating the historic relationship that a nation has had with 

national parks may be a huge question. In the "big questions, small answers" methodology 

which has been proposed by environmental historians, the relationship can be descnbed 

through the experiences of individual tourists-small answers. Authors of descriptive 

guides to Glacier encouraged othea to travel in the park for a variety of reasons: to 

improve physical health and well being; to witness the Divine in nature; to behold the 

splendors of the Amencan fkontier "wildemess." Al1 of these experiences were held to 

have been formative of the Amencan character and backbone of American democracy. 

When Frederick Jackson Turner argued that the fiontier was disappearing, and implicitly 

the character of the Amencan citizen and the Amencan political system with it, the 
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government had a compelling reason to designate, for preservation, places that could be 

defmed as fiontier. The government also had a pre-existing institutional mechanism with 

which to preserve such places-national parks. Understanding individual motivations for 

visiting parks, and the arguments those individuals employed to encourage othea to visit 

them as well, exemplifies the rationale for visiting parks that reinforce that relationship. As . 

we have seen in the case of Glacier, a visit would include spending tirne in the 

"wildemess"-which could be experienced in either a chalet or tent-and ultimately, 

recognition of the spintual and patriotic benefits of that wildemess expenence. 

This thesis is based on a straightfiorward historiographie assumption about the 

environment: it takes for granted that the environment has taken an active role in history, 

that the environment is an agent of transformation of the cultures that [ive within it. In 

many ways, this statement describes an obvious tnith. For example, many people chose 

new occupations when they migrated west, becoming farmen and ranchers in the absence 

of large metropolitan centers. However, environrnents can transform culture less 

obviously a s  well, as we have seen in the case of a culture's conception of wilderness. As 

Euro-Americans settled the west in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuy, their 

attitude toward what they saw as wildemess changed f?om fear to admiration of the 

spectacula. landscapes in places like Yellowstone. This was due in part to changing 

notions of spirituality and nature, as well as to the practical knowledge of the 'Mldemess" 

gained by explorers such as Lewis and Clark. The impact these environments had on 

people eventually led to their preservation as national parks. These "playgrounds for the 

people" helped reinforce prevailing beliefs about the role of wildemess and the &ontier in 
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creating the Amencan character and Amencan democracy. Set aside and protected by 

legislation which limited development, these unique environments-national parks--changed 

the way people thought about and behaved in %ildemess." 

Examining the concept of wilderness with respect to Glacier National Park has 

demonstrated that the beliefs which lay at the heart of national parks applied to a small 

segment of America's population: educated, urban, middle class Euro-Americans. 

Wiidemess, to this group, was defmed as places where people were not, where the 

conditions that the pioneers met were still in control. Descnbing areas such as Glacier as 

'%vildemess" denied the history and humanity of native groups who occupied the area. h 

also denied the impact of hunters, trappen, and miners who lived in the region and used its 

resources. That early twentieth century writers such as Agnes Laut were able to cal1 such 

a human landscape %ildemess" says a great deal about how they defmed the concept, and 

about those to whom the concept had relevance. Wildemess, as it was defmed by the 

majority, was created, packageci, and managed when national parks were established. 

Today our understanding of wilderness is defmed less by social factors than it is by 

ecological theory. The idea that national parks and other protected areas were places 

where non-human species and their habitats could be maintained was recognized in the 

1930s by scientists such as Aldo Leopold. Margaret Thompson incorporated this new 

understanding of parks in her discussion of wilderness in High T'rails of Glacier NafionaZ 

Park. Today, national parks are commonly seen as places where endangered and 

vulnerable species are protected, and where natural processes are allowed to occur with a 

minimum of human intervention, and if not exactly wildemess, one of our closest things to 



it?" These factors have contributed to our definition of wilderness as places where 

humans' activities are highly regulated. To be sure, there is an element of going back in 

time and experiencing the "fiontier" whenever we go camping. However, the c~ilderness" 

that tourïsts are encouraged to expenence is not necessarily the wildemess of a preserved 

and re-created fiontier. Instead, it is the wilderness of a patch of fireweed, a squirrel 

midden, a bobcat, and the biological relationships that sustain that wilderness. 

The conclusion must be that wilderness indeed exists, but as a personal, mental 

constnict, not as a geographic destination. When settlers began moving westward into 

Indian Temtory, they conceived of it as wildemess. To the Cree and Sioux, the land was 

al1 responsibly occupied. Descnbing the present day Midwest as ''wildemess" may have 

been a functional descriptive conceit for a nineteenth-cenhuy settler. For histonms in the 

late twentieth century, describing that area as having been "wildemess," without reference 

to the origin of such a designation, and the population to whom the designation was 

meaningfil, would be at best neglectful, at worst, sirnply and unconscionably wrong. 

That wildemess is a state of mind is especially evident in the history of Glacier. 

George Bird Grinnell was entitled to his opinion that Glacier was a wondemil "wildemess" 

area, but it was by no means a "wildemess" unless one tumed a blind eye to the Blackfeet, 

2"Even this is idealistic. In the western national parks of both the United States and 
Canada, "probtern" bears-in the sense that they are problernatic to people-are reIocated and 
even destroyed if their presence is deemed dangerous to hurnans. Naturally-occming fies are 
suppressed if they range too closely to campgrowids and highways. In dealing with factors like 
these, national parks used to practice "wildemess management." Now, they plan "ecosystem 
management." Though '%vildemess" has some currency in legislation and in the articulation of 
national park policy, people working in parks avoid using the terni wilderness as an operational 
constnict, preferring the less value-laden "back country." (Jeff Anderson, Jasper National Park 
Ecosystem Secretariate, personal communication, July 1998.) 
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Pend d'oreille, Salish and Tunaxe. Establishing Grinnell's b'wilderness" park called for 

the removal of the Blackfeet and construction of numerous hotels in order to create a 

remnant of the f?ontier. Glacier, as the travel guide authors describe, was wilderness. In 

the 1930s we see that attitude alter. Margaret Thompson still fmds the wilderness in 

Glacier, but, for exarnple, her assessrnent of predator control demonstrates an 

understanding of wildemess based on ecological theory, more like our own than Agnes 

Laut's or Mary Roberts Rinehart's. The history of native occupation, of hunting, mining, 

and railroad construction al1 demonstrate that parks like Glacier were not pristine, human- 

fiee wildemess zones. Yet, to Grinnell and his contemporaries, Glacier was wilderness. 

To the Blackfeet, it was not. Opinion varies in current thinking as welt: to park rangers it 

is often called "back country," while the tourist fiom Chicago might cal1 it wildemess. 

Conversely, Chicago may be the great unexplored wilderness to the GIacier ranger. 

With so rnany possible defmitions of wilderness, is it any wonder it remains a 

problematic term in historical analysis? In al1 of the permutations of its defmition, 

"wildemess" includes the idea of a place that has seen little or no human agency. When a 

North Arnerican national park is described as a fi-ontier "wilderness," even when that 

description refers to a past when overdevelopment was not an issue, it is a denial of the 

legithacy of the perspectives of those who did not participate in the "f?ontier"experience 

of the place as it was interpreted by the national parks. It is a description that denies the 

humanity of the people whose intimate experience of the area was as homelané 

Describing national parks as wildemess alienated many people fiorn the "Wddemess" 

experiences deemed essential to the life of Amencan democracy and character. Such 



descnption asked people to believe that their homelands had remained ''undeveloped," 

even ''u.noccupied"~xp1icit1y communicating that their perspective was not important. 

The descnption excludes them even today, except as objects, from one of the theories 

behind national parks. 

Exploring the history of Glacier National Park has revealed aspects of the histotic 

relationship between people and national parks. Focusing on perceptions of wildemess as 

an element of that relationship allows not only for an examination of the way in which the 

concept was constructed, and by whom, it provides for a cornparison of methods used by 

diEerent historians. It suggests that environmental history is defined both by method and 

by the a priori assumption of an active environment, not by subject and era. Ise, for 

example, examines a history of national parks, but limits the methodological scope to a 

discussion of legislation and policy. It is valuable history, but it is not environmental 

history because the land is not an active agent in the processes he describes. Cronon, on 

the other hand, assumes just such an agency on the part of the environment, and the 

environment itself is a data source, to be compared with the archival and docurnentary data 

he fmds in his study. Malin, with an apparently completely different approach, attempts a 

reconstruction of a descnption of an environment. He is like Cronon in his assumption 

that the environment itself is a source of historical information, but where Cronon's 

approach defines environment-human reciprocal influence as the most important 

descriptive domain of environmental history, Malin's focus is manifestly on the physical 

environment, Cronon and Malin are alike-and different fiom Ise-in a fundamental way. 

Malin and Cronon, as environmental historians, define a specific place: environmental 
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history is of necessity and by defuiition, local, localized history. That may be one reason 

that in environmental history there is not just the possibility, but the necessity, of looking at 

the everyday, ordinary ways in which people were influenced by their environment. 

Historical evidence can be found in the record of people's expression of that influence 

whether through writing a book or building a golf course. Such local specificity in the end 

leads to a bigger picture of peoples' perceptions of the environment. Another similarity 

between Malin and Cronon, common to the field of environmental history, is attention to 

the written word: histoncal and contemporary meanings of words are in themselves 

research problematics. Because this study is defmed in the terms of environmental history, 

it has allowed for an exploration of the broader questions conceming the concept of 

wilderness. 

Glacier National Park's history tells us that the park's environment has played a 

significant role in influencing the lives and cultures of individuals, groups of people, and 

even the nation. This investigation of the role that the environment has taken in 

contributing to the societies and histories of those individuals and groups has also 

demonstrated that the concept of wilderness is a cultural constmct: different land ethics 

fùndamentaliy iafluenced the way people used and thought about the area. Focusing on 

the literature produced by a specific group of individuals who visited Glacier in the early 

twentieth century clarïfied one public meaning of wildemess, and concomitantly, the 

unique role national parks played in perpetuating many of the myths about wildemess. 

Though no systematic address was made in this study to current conceptions of national 

parks, relative to the concept of wildemess, it must be evident that despite its conceptual 
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ambiguity, "wildemess" still has some place in the public meaning that national parks 

represent today. Few national park historians have examined the theory of wildemess that 

informed the development of national parks. This thesis presents the fmt history of 

wilderness in Glacier National Park. 

Throughout history, the Rocky Mountain environment of Glacier has influenced - 

the histories and cultures of the people who called the region home. The weather helped 

to shape the subsistence and residence patterns of Tunaxe, Kootenai, and BlacMeet, 

whose use of the mountains, mountain valleys, and plains, varied by season. The 

landscape suggested trails and camps for groups of people moving across the Great Divide. 

It offered places to approach the Divine, as the Going-to-the-Sun Road indicates. The 

spectacular landscape views and spiritual awakening experienced as a result of traveling 

that route led one culture to constnict a trail and another group, later, to build a road; in 

that sense, it is easy to see how a specific environrnent can have an impact on the cultwes 

of its inhabitants, and how the environment itself has been modified as a result of the 

impact it has had on humans. The relationship between Glacier's landscape and the 

culhires of the people who experienced it was also abstract: the landscape itself influenced 

the way people perceived the natural environrnent. For thousands of years, Glacier 

provided groups of people with a home, but was more lately recognized by another group 

as a spectacular c%vilderness" that needed to be preserved. Ultimately, the perception of 

the region as wilderness resulted in its establishment as a national park in 19 10. If the 

history of Glacier is an example, the environment has played a very active role in 

detemining history, and is not merely the recipient of human action. 



A history of Glacier National Park in the recently articulated tradition of 

environmental history could take a wide varïety of approaches. In this work, a narrow 

focus has been mainîained on the role of the concept of wilderness-the public meaning of 

the tenu as evidenced in a literature about the park-in the history of human interaction 

with the environment of GNP between the 1890s and the early 1930s. This same tradition 

of environmental history could have motivated a study based on the large body of 

environmental data that exists for the area in the foxm of meteorological records, biological 

data about animal population control, and so forth. An environmental history of the park 

based on examination of old maps of trails and buildings, and one based on oral history, 

would be compelling contributions to our knowledge of both the park itselfand to 

environmental history. 

This study suggests at least two cautions regarding M e r  research. First, the 

study provides a prelimuiary caution to those environmental histonans who might pursue 

the kinds of research suggested above: the concept of human agency in a specific place 

that has been defmed historically as 'kildemess" is an initial research problematic, not a 

given. Second, this work itself mises issues that might defme M e r  research. For 

example, during the 1920s the writers who celebrated Glacier's wildemess were rnostly 

women: investigating gender differences in wildemess experiences would be an interesthg 

area in which to conduct reseuch. Another area for research is suggested by the 

observation that it was a middle class, European, conception that characterized Glacier 

National Park as wildemess: a history of national park wilderness experiences that takes 

into account class, ethnicity, and gender would be an enormous contribution to the field. 
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Wildemess is also a powerfùl theme in fiction and film, as we have seen in The Virgzkian 

and Lust of the Mohicans. The authors of those works provide their readers with 

perceptions of wildemess, historic perceptions which, for many readers, still ring true 

today, as is apparent in the existence and popularity of such films as Dmces With Wolves. 

Analyzing the representation of wilderness in fiction and film would be fascinating studies. 

The perception of national parks as wildemess areas may be changing, but people 

still equate the "wildemess" they encounter in national parks with the fiontier. This study 

has raised questions that might apply to current thinking about our relationships with 

specific locales and with the environment, generally. For example, it is a kind of case 

study of paradox: '%iildemess" always seems to imply a relative lack of human agency in a 

place: how c m  humans exercise such concerted agency in preservation, and maintain such 

a defmition? Additionally, how can such a defuiition be maintained while managing 

'kildemess" to maximize public access? A similar paradox lies in the justification for the 

Tumerian requirement for wildemess: it was conflict with natural forces that built the 

American character; how can an inherently conflictual relationship be "manageci" except 

as it is fabricated? It is impossible to have an authentic "Turnerian" experience with 

wildemess in a national park. Finally, almost ail of the d e f ~ t i o n s  of wildemess and 

national parks we have seen are described in utilitarian terms: there is a usefulness in the 

preservation of wildemess. That invokes, again, human agency as a paramount 

consideration, obviating the maintenance of a place as ''wilderness." 
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Figure 2. Albert Bierstadt (American, bom in Germany,1830-1902). 
Valley of the Yosemite. 1846. Oil on board. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

Figure 3. Thomas Cole (American, bom in Great Bntain, 180 1-1 848). Romantic 
LanrLrcape. c. 1826. Oil on wood panel; 16 1/16 x 2 1 15/16 in. North Carolina 
Museum of Art, Raleigh. 



Mid-18th Century. Kutenai tenitory in Montana was 
a çouthem extension of their more northern and 
western territofles. They lived as far nodh as Rocky 
Mountain House (Alberta) and west to Arrow Lakes 
(British Columbia). The South Piegan, frorn the 
Saskatchewan River, began to expand southward in 
the last half of the 1 8" century. The Tunaxe were 
decimated by smallpox, and the Salish and Pend 
d'oreille who had been on the plains and eastem 
slopes withdrew westward. (Name placement shows 
core tenitory; amws indicate daim to, and use of 
adjacent tenitones.) 

Mid-19th Century: Salish, Pend d'Oreilles, 
Kutenai, and South Piegan. Shoshoni groups 
withdrew south. South Piegan and Kainah were often 
in conflict with the other groups, though the Smali 
Robes were on frÏendly ternis with the Fîrst Nations of 
Western Montana. (Name placement indicates core 
tenitory; amws indicate daim to, and use of. 
adjacent temtones.) 

ûther First Nations Groups, lgm Century. In 
addition to those first nations directly involved in the 
Glacier National Park area. other groups of Montana, 
Southem Alberta, and Idaho had an interest in the area 
dunng the 19" century and would have sojoumed or 
traveled thmugh the area that was to becorne the 
Park. 
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Figure 6 .  Places in Montana Cited in Text 



Figure 7. Locations of Cited Places in Glacier National Park 



Credits for Figures 1-7 

Fipre I 
Reproduced fiom an electronic file "GLACMAP.pdf7 made available by U.S. National 
Park Service. See U.S. National Park Service, "Glacier National Park: Park Map" 
[GLACMAP.pdfl, in "Publications: Digital Maps," Parmet [World Wide Web site], [14 
December 19981, available on the World Wide Web at 
hnp;//ivww. nps.gov/carto/GLA CC html. 

The image is in the public domain, as confimied by Tom Patterson, Division of 
Publications, US National Park Service. See Tom Paîterson 
~~Patterson@ccmail.itd.nps.gov~, "Re: Permission to Reproduce Map (Academic Use)," 
personal e-mail message, 14 December 1998. 

Figure 2 
Reproduced from electronic file "bierstadt- 1 5 ljpg" made available by Carol F. Gerten. See 
Carol F. Gerten, "Albert Bierstadt . " CGFA [online collection of art images], (1 996-1 998 
114 December 1998]), available at h n p : / / s u m i t e . a u c . d ~ c j a c k s ~ n / b i e r s t a d t ~  
15. hm. 

Permission for use for educational purposes is noted at Carol F. Gerten, "Tips and FAQ," 
in CGFA [online collection of electronic images] (1 996- 1998 [14 December 1998]), 
available fiom World Wide Web at http://sumite.auc-dk/cjachon/faq.hm#waI&aper 

Figure 3 
Prepared by Car1 Unon. Reproduced fiom electronic file "pic-O79.gif," made available by 
North Carolina Museum of Art. See North Carolina Museum cf Art, ccïhomas Cole," 
Artnet [online collection of electronic images] [ 14 December 19981; available from World 
Wide Web at htp://www2.ncsu. edu/ncma~collectiunr/americadpictures/pZ 

Copyright by North Carolina Museum of Art. Permission for use for educational purposes 
is noted at North Carolina Museum of Art, "CoUections Page: Copyright Restrictions" in 
Artnet [online collection of electronic images], 114 December 19981, available on the 
World Wide Web at hn;~:/hvww2. ncsu. edflCWcuIIections/inde~c. html. Permission for 
use in this thesis c o n h e d  in Marcia Enckson 
~MERICKSON@ncmamail.dcr.state.nc.u~, "Permission for Thomas Cole, 'Romantic 
Landscape,"' personal e-mail message, 16 December 1998. 



Figures 4, 5, and 6 
Maps were created by Carl Urion by superimposing data on the maps "Lakes and Stream" 
(hd49.gif), "Indian Reservations" (ab9.gif), and " 1 km Digital Elevationy' (el1 1 .giQ 
prepared by Gerry Daumiller, GIS specialist, Montana State Library, and made available in 
the "Natural Resources Information System GIS: Maps of Montana" section of the 
Montana S tate Library web site. See Montana State Library, "Maps of Montana," NoturaZ 
Resources Information System GIS [on line map collection] (19 September 1994-27 
November 1998 [14 December 1998]), available fiom World Wide Web at 
http://nris.state. mt. us/grS/mtrrtaps. html. 

Mr. Daumiller confirms that the images are in the public domain c o d k m  permission to 
modw the image for use in this thesis (Gerry Daumiller <gerry@nris.state.mt-e, "Re: 
Permission to Use Map For Thesis," persona1 e-mail(l4 December 1998)). 

Figure 7 
The composite relief map was created by Carl Unon by joinhg four separate relief-map 
images which have been separately createà, using United States Geographic Survey data, 
by Dr. Daniel L. Gustafson, Environmental Statistics Group, Department of Biology, 
Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana; then superimposing places names on the 
composite. Dr. Gustafson's maps were obtained fiom Daniel L. Gustafson, "Greater 
Montana Areal Project," Geographical Locator, [World Wide Web site] (3 December 
1997 [14 December 1998]), available on the world wide web at 
hnp://www.. esg.montuna. edw'gVgm t. htmZ.The four maps are 
"Whitefish Range" (hnp://charm.msu. montana-eddgVl OWIl5-485. html), 
"Saint Mary" (http://chasm.rnsu. montana. eddgVI OO/I 14 485. html), 
"Hungry Horse Reçervoir" (http://chusrn. msu. montana- e a d g ~ l  0011 14-480. htrnr), and 

"Kalis pell" (hffp://chas~.msu.montum.eddg~~ OO/I 15 - 480. html). 

Dr. Gustafson has kindly provided permission to adapt these maps in this way for use in 
this thesis. (See Dan Gustafson ~ig@nvers.oscs.montanaaedu~, "Re: Permission for Use 
of Maps," persona1 e-mail message, 29 September 1998. 
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